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Students opine
on the finer points
of imports.
domestics. stouts
and lagers.
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Great
Be~··. . . .·. . .~
could get SGA Vice President resigns
following
discovery
overhaul
of bylaw violation

Robin Phelps
Staff writer
Great Beginnings, Murray State's first
welcome to incoming freshmen, may be
getting a facelift in the coming year.
Don Robertson. vice president for stu·
dent affairs, is among those reviewing and
considering changes to the Great Begin·
nings program.
"We looked at what we've got and we've
got some ideas for next year's that may be
a little different," Robertson said.
The changes to the activities may be
minor. but the goal is to provide incoming
freshmen with an experience that will
help them comfortably and quickly transition to Murray State.
"The challenge is. in that the program,
we want to have enough stuff going on so
that the students who are busy are not
homesick and to help them prepare for the
opening of classes," Robertson said.
"That's what the purpose is."
Robertson said a blend of activities is
the goal. Current ideas to make an afternoon where students can do community
service have been considered as well as
bringing back the downtown Murray trip
which was a new addition to this year's
Great Beginnings.
Meetings with the Student Government
Association and plans to meet with freshman council members to get feedback
from student groups will aid in the decisions about alterations made to the program.
"We want to help them meet people and
start' feeling part of the campus, but we
don't want to have so much going on that
they feel overwhelmed," Robertson said.
Feeling overwhelmed and exhausted
during Great Beginnings was the sentiment of many freshmen upon arriving on
campus.
Stephon Turner, freshman from Sikeston, Mo., said Great Beginnings left him
feeling spent
"I moved in that day and they wanted
me to do all that other stuff," Turner said.
"I was tired."
While Great Beginnings was tiring for
Turner, he said changes with the f'l.rst year
leaders could also be helpful.
"I would appoint FYLs who ... want to
do their job and have time to their job,"
Turner said. "My FYL actually told me the
wrong buildings for my classes, but I did
find out where my buildings were."
Some FYLs were among those overwhelmed by the schedule of Great Beginnings.
Stephen Parker, sophomore from Mur·
ray, said the program could be more

Alalna Zanln
Staff writer
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Following the discovery of a conflict
with the Student Government Association
constitution, SGA Vice President Reed
Clapp, sophomore from Mayfield, Ky.,
resigned his position effective
Oct. 4.
A clause in the
constitution
overlooked
prior to the
election states
the vice presi·
dent must hold at
least junior standing
the fall semester after
the election, said SGA
President Scott Ellison.
"It is required of me and
all the SGA members to
read the constitution and to
know it," Ellison said. "One of
my biggest flaws was that I
wasn't there to enforce it, but
that was a mistake of a lot of
people. That's really all we can
say is we made a mistake in letting
that one dPng get by."
Ellison said the discrepancy was
brought to the attention of SGA
Adviser Jeanie Morgan two weeks prior
to Clapp's resignation. Once the issue
was brought to light, Ellison said Clapp
had two options- he must either voluntarily step down or be removed from office by
the Judicial Board.
Clapp said he felt the right th~g was to
abide the constitution.
"It's disappointing," Clapp said. "It's not
like I intentionally ran knowing this
because I never would have done it to begin
with. It's just sad and disappointing that
something like this had to happen, but you
know it's been taken care of and I had to do
what's best for the student government."
Justin Crice, SGA senator from Hart College and sophomore from Lovelaceville,
Ky., said he is upset that Clapp was unable
to finish his term in office because of an age
requirement.

"He is one of the most ~~~.--........-.....
prepared
people
I
know," Crice said. "He
has a plan and he knows
what he's doing. He's
structured and he has
goals. He was a good
vice president."
Crice said Clapp's
decision to resign was
the best thing for the
organization.
"At this time, it is the
best thing," Crice said. ~--
"If we have controversy Reed Clapp
over something we over- Former SGA
looked, we have to get Vice President
the ball rolling. It's the
best thing for SGA because we can't stop
for just one person. It's the students' voice.
We couldn't prolong it anymore, that's why
he had to resign."
Ellison said that Clapp wih continue to be
involved with SGA, although his exact role
is still unclear.
"Reed Clapp has done an outstanding job
this year," Ellison said. "It has brought into
question whether or not we need to cQ3nge
our constitution because he is a sophomore
and he has done just as good of a job at this
position as anybody that I've seen in this
position since I've been here. I would love
for Reed to run again."
Last week, SGA discussed amending its
constitution to change the age requirement
of the vice president. They tabled the dis·
cussion and plan to vote at Wednesday's
meeting, Clapp said.
To amend the SGA constitution. the stu·
dent senate must vote on an amendment
that requires approval by the Board of
Regents. The amendment would go into
effect in the next election, Justin Crice said.
Thus, even if the senate moves to amend,
Clapp's resignation would still stand.
SGA will accept applications for vice
president through Oct. 16, and will have sen·
ate interviews and elecHons Oct. 18 at the
SGA meeting, Ellison said.
Clapp said a positive result of his resign·

see SCI, 3A

FI'OIIt the W~ AssodatJon Constitution- Article 1L Oflklrs
Sedlcln 2. The President Shall be the Chief Executive Officer of the SGt\ OUIIIfk:atlons for office rt41irl one tohM
atta1nec1 at least jUnior class staN:IlnQ the. faU semester followlno the election and to have been t fuiHJme student at the
time of electlon, with acutftUiatfvt point standin9 of at least 2.0 on the -4.0 system. The Presielent shall rnalrbin sc0
stancWds CfUrinQ the term of office. The President's duties and POwers Shall be to serve as President ~ Ule student senate and to serve as ex-officio member of all SGA committees, councilsand boards.
SectiOn 3. The Vice-President, whoSe qualifications shall be the same as those fOr President. shaH be fultDnl sbJdents,
sMit " - it least acumutativt 2.0 on the 4.0 system and still maintain these standards cki'IIIIJ their terms of offlc:e.
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I Board meeting

0 F EE SP ECH ZO E
Stu~ents side with University as evangelist sues
Emlly Wudmer
News Editor
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The National Park Service established 'free speech zones' In its parks, IncludIng the Vanderbilt Mansion site In 2001. Despite some misconceptions, Murray
State does not have free speech zones.

For many students who heard him
speak, James Gilles gave new meaning
to the term "bully pulpit."
Gilles, commonly known as Bro. Jim,
recently filed suit against the University.
The evangelist visits universities
across the country preaching to stu·
dents, often engaging in active dialogue
with passersby and frequently gamer·
ing large audiences.
Though some students supported
Gilles when his tour stopped in front of
the Curris Center in 2004, many disagree with hls beliefs and disapprove of
hls delivery.
Heather Bradley, senior from
Fairdale, Ky., created a Facebook group
expressing her displeasure for the way
Gilles presented his message.
"The only thing he talked about was
his past, what be thought was morally
wrong and how everyone was going to
hell, basically," Bradley said.
Bradley, who was a sophomore when

she beard Gilles speak, said he was
rude and yelled at passing students.
"He refused to answer any serious
questions about why he was there or
how he felt about certain aspects of
religion," Bradley said.
David Carmichael. senior from J;>aducah, Ky., said both encounters he had
with Gilles turned into debates.
Carmichael, a minister at a Church of
Christ in Vienna, Ill., said Gilles did not
listen to others and was self-righteous.
"He projects himself to be a Christian
preacher, and yet does so in a way that
not only turns people off to Christiani·
ty, but is not in accordance with how
Christ taught us to teacher others,"
Carmichael said. "It's very negative and
very harsh."
Gilles has been visiting college cam·
puses throughout the 1980s and '90s,
and has visited Murray State about six
times.
According to court documents, Gilles
believes it is his moral obligation to
share his message with college stu·
dents.

see BROTHEl JIM, 3A

rescheduled
Staft'Report
After canceling its first meeting this
semester, the Board of Regents has picked
a new date to meet.
The Board will meet Oet. 27. Terry Strieter, faculty Regent, said this date falls
after the Oct. 23 hearing involving newly
named Regent Jeff Taylor.
The faculty senate is also taking nominations to fill Strieter's position on the
Board of Regents.
Faculty members may be self-nominated
or nominated by other faculty members.
The nominee must fill out an application
and receive 20 signatures from other faculty members.
Steve White, faculty senate president.
said applications may be picked up at the
faculty senate office in 333 Wells Hall.
Applications are due Oct. 30.
..We hope to have a great turnout of people who want to run,'' White said. "We will
seek to find a hlghly qualified candidate to
follow him (Strieter) up."
Strieter resigned his position after being
appointed interim dean of the department
of history. Striete.r has served on the
Board for more than five years.
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BEGINNINGS

BROTHER JIM

From Pagel

From Page l
The documents also state that
the west side of the Curris Center
is the designated free speech area
at Murray State.
However, Don Robertson, vice
president for Student Affairs,
said Murray State does not have
free speech zones.
"We've never felt a need for
(free speech zones) because it
seems like what we have in place
is meeting the needs and working," Robertson said. "We had
thought about that but simply did
not see it as something we needed to really ... designate 'this is
the free speech zone."'
Robertson said speakers typically are allowed at the Curris
Center mall area or by the Elizabeth College amphitheater, but
with advance planning. there are
a variety of locations open to
speakers.
Robertson said those wishing
to speak must be sponsored by a
campus organization or academic department.
Gilles is represented in the suit

Jim Gilles

by the Alliance
Defense Fund,
an organization formed to
provide legal
defense
and
advocacy for
religious freedom.
According to
court
documents, on Oct.
4, 2004, Gilles
visited Murray
State to speak
'to students and
hand out pam-

Traveling
evangelist
phlets.
Jim Saurer, director of the Cur·
ris Center, told Gilles he had to
fill out a form and secure a sponsorship to speak. Some students
listening to Gilles offered to
sponsor him; however, Baurer
said it was impossible, the docu·
ments said.
A few days later, Gilles noticed
a group of Gideons passing out
literature and talking with stu-

Join Us Sunday Mornings!
Relax~ Feel Fru to Laugh
Plu~

Learn about God's U-Drd!

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
15th and Sycamore, Murray
Allen Waid
l 0 a.m. Sunday Mornings
Pas/()r
For Bible Study and Fellowship
CHURCH OF GOO

293-7790

enjoyable if a more leisurely schedule
dents on campus.
were adopted.
According to the lawsuit, the
"We need to introduce a more friendly,
Gideons did not have a sponsorlaid-back schedule rather than a strict
ship from a University departone," Parker said.
ment or organization.
As an FYL, Parker said be saw students
Saurer said he sponsored the
become familiar with campus and more
Gideons and also offered to
comfortable with their surroundings.
sponsor Gilles to hand out litera"It helps those feeling hesitant or those
ture but not to speak to students.
far from home," Parker said. "It's a startGilles refused the offer, however
ing point, a little nudge into the college
contacted the University months
world, not a push."
Later to speak.
Chandra Anderson, freshman from
Gilles was informed the offer
Brown Deer, WLc;., said Great Beginnings
did not still stand.
According to court documents,
John Rall, general counsel for
• Murray State, said, "Unfortunately, Mr. Gilles apparently believes '
there is some type of continuing
ing is the possible policy change, and what
offer under which be can speak at
it might mean for qualified sophomore
Murray State. He is mistaken."
In addition to Jim Saurer, Don ] candidates in the future.
"It's a good thing that l came in and did
Robertson and Interim Universithat because now it opens up the door for
ty President Tim Miller were also
other sophomores to actually run and do
named in the lawsuit.
a good job," he said. "It doesn't have anyRail could not be reached for
thing to do with age. There's not anything
comment.
Emily Wuchner can be reached at I specific about being a certain age that
allows you to be good at the position. If
emily. wuchner@murraystatt.edu.

helped her transition into the college
lifestyle.
"I liked meeting in groups because it
gave me the opportunity to meet new people," Anderson said. "We're freshmen. We
don't know many people."
Don Robertson said the program will be
evaluated to make activities more accommodating.
Said Robertson: "We're just trying to
look at what we think ... what students
would find helpful."
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

SGA

I

From Pagel

you're mature enough. you can handle it."
Scott Ellison said the error would be a
learning experience for the organization.
"You just have to be humble and just
admit that you've made a mistake," Ellison said. "We're just going to learn from
it and I can guarantee it won't happen
again."
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

Do You Want More Money?
(Didn't say need.) If you are willing to invest
ten to twelve hours a week, be trained in
proven methodology and focus on success,
you could be the life-changing person we seek.
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BBQ • SOUPS
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BEST SALADS IN TOWN
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• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses
& Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Most Insurance
Accepted (Including:
Blue Cross/Blue
Shield. Medicare,
Medicaid, Spectera,
VSP. Avesis)

(DVD/VHS/VIDEO GAMES)
FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CALL 7 53-8084

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

NON-SMOKING AVAILABLE
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5 Miles North of Murray
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SHADY GROVE
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(with this ad)
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"Just" a social sn1oker?
Before you light up, consider this ...
Facts about social smoking Sometimes it's okay to be a quitter!
(And there are plenty of reasons.)
There is no safe amount of tobacco use. Tobacco use exposes you
to cancer-causing agents. There
are no health benefits of tobacco
use.
Tobacco use can lead to addiction.
People don't intend to become
addicted, but it sneaks up on them
and it happens all too often.
Exposure to cigarette smoke is
dangerous. Secondhand smoke
is a Class A carcinogen and
exposes you to cancer causing
agents.

How much is tobacco costing
you?

Are side effects like stained
hands and teeth, as well as
breathing problems worth it to
you?
Are you willing to risk life-long
addiction?
Thinking about quitting is the
first step to making a change
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Opinion Editor: Rockelle Gray
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Did Bro. Jim have the right?
~ou'RE A ll

A

&JN(J\ OF

\J}t0RES1

staff. He lashed out at many organizations on campus, including sororities and fraternities.
As word spread of what some
called "hate speech," he was asked
to move to the sidewalk.
He continued his speech under the
bridge on Chestnut Street. While
many were upset that day about Bro.
Jim's message, one must ask - was
Bro. Jim within his rights to speak
on campus?

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of~The
Murray State News. The editorial
board is composed of all section editors.
Christian evangelist James Gilles,
better known as Bro. Jim, visited
Murray State in October 2004.
Bro. Jim stood outside the Curris
Center and exercised his freedom of
speech. His religious message
angered many students, faculty and

what
do
you
think...
Should you be able to say whatever you want on campus?
"I think unless you are a convicted felon
wandering around campus. then of course
you have the right to express whatever
you want."

In My
Opinion

"Anyone should be able to say what they
want on campus. Just because a person
may not like what you say, does not take
away your constitutional right to say it.''

"Of course. Everyone should have the
right to express how they feel. This is one
of the concepts our country was founded
on."

Steven
Taylor
Steven Taylor is a
junior sociology
major from
Parkers Lake, Ky.

Brad Power· Benton, Ky.
senior
"I think everyone should have freedom of

speech, but if you abuse it by infringing
on the rights of others you risk losing that
privilege."
Cindy Blalock • Murray
sophomore
Caitlin Dunn.tgan/The News

the news
Mu~YSTATEUNnro~ITY

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E-mail: thenews®murraystate.edu
Fax: 809-3175

www.thenews.oro

policy which states, "the University
is committed to creating an educational environment which is free
from intolerance toward individuals
or groups and strives to create and
maintain an environment that fosters respect for others."
Did Bro. Jim cross that line?
Whether or not he did, he should
have been accommodated and
offered another opportunity to
speak his message on campus.

Murray State needs more liberal arts

leah Wood • Louisville, Ky.
junior

Joshua Jones· Memphis, Tenn.
senior

According to Student Affairs, Murray State does not have free speech
zones, places where any outside
speaker is allowed to speak.
The University solicitation policy
states that any on-campus speaker
must be sponsored. Bro. Jim was not
sponsored.
Our question is whether the University was trying to censor what it
doesn't think people should hear.
The University has a no-tolerance

Uncond itional imperative.
Anomie. Thesis statement. Postmodernism. Quadratic function.
Buruaku theater. Esperanto.
If you are soon to receive your
diploma from Murray State or
have just received it, please take a
moment to re-read that list.
If any one of them are foggy or
unknown to you, please return
your diploma immediately. You
fail. You do not deserve the
degree from Murray State.
It seems harsh to say such a
thing, but I happen to value the
concept of liberal arts and the tra·
ditions set forth by the term.
Murray State's purpose is to
give its students a well-rounded
liberal arts education, with a specialization in one field.
Yet, it is increasingly the case
that graduates leave this school
about as rounded as a triangle and
with about as much content floating around inside.
Shapely. sometimes. Sharp, yes.
But ultimately, empty of true
value.
Liberal arts are not technology.
They are not practical science.
They are not agriculture. They
are not business. The liberal arts
are about all of the subjects that
are usually deemed "useless" and
"pedantically cerebral."
Art, research, music, sociology,
philosophy, English, foreign languages and that ilk are what make
up the bulk of liberal arts.
Those are what should be
taught to students at a liberal arts
institution.

the news editorial board
Elizabeth Cawein
Editor in Chief • 809-3937
Emily Wuchner
News Editor • 809-4468
Rockelle Gray
Opinion Editor • 809-4468
Casey Northcutt
College Life Editor - 809-4468

Yet increasingly, the requirements of students in "useful''
fields are augmented so that students will be obligated to take
fewer, if any, classes in these categories.
Why require them to know
Durkheim from Weber from Turk
when they could be out a semester earlier?
Why make them learn liberal
arts at all?
Liberal arts are not useless tidbits of thought emanating from a
great ivory tower. They are useful
notes that increase our integration into our culture and give us
greater cognitive ability.
For every item we learn, we
must not just leam to remember
it, but be able to manipulate it,
regurgitate it, ponder it and synthesize it with other ideas to form
new ones.
· These processes are the exercises that makes our ''cranial muscles" better than ever.
In most job situations, what you
know is just as important as bow
you apply it. Adaptation and critical thinking are the two greatest
deficits in marketable skills in the
world today. They are learned
best from so-called thought
experiments and "useless" ideas.
Furthermore, what you don't
know can hurt you. Many employers arc swamped by employees
with the needed skills, and often
use the applicant's knowledge
base as a measure of their adaptable and inquisitive nature.
Without much of those or the

ability to pick up the finer points
of academia when presented the
opportunity, few employers give a
second glance.
So - to the students - I say
demand your classes back. That
lost humanities or world civilization class is imperative to your
understanding of the world into
which you will soon be thrust and
forced to not just understand but
manipulate!
To the faculty, I say - demand
your students be well-rounded.
Even those in fully-technica l
fields need to know the higher
points of their own metaphysical
existence!
To the administration, I say demand that you reverse these
decisions and restore your reputation as a liberal arts university,
lest the value of my diploma (and
everyone else's) decline.
If, as you sit in class, you ever
ask, "When am I gonna use this in
real life?" you have completely
missed the point.
If you only came to Murray
State to get a job, please reconsider your approach. Vocational
schools abound for "technical"
educations, especially if you want
a career, job or load of money.
Education is its own end. It is
not an obligation to be dreaded
but a privilege to be cherished.
Enjoy your education in whatever is your passion, and when
you have become a well-rounded
person with the aid of the liberal
arts, you too might avoid saying,
"Y'all want fries with dat?"

Write to us
Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor • 809·4481
Brent Bauscher
Advertising Manager • 809-4478
Jonathan Burris
Photography Editor • 809-4468
Joe Hedges
Adviser • 809-2998

The Murray State News welcomes commenlanes and letters to the edilor. letters should be 300 words or
less. Contributors should include phone numbers lor verrficalion. Please include ho!llftowo. classification. title
or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray Slate News
reserves the riQht to edt! tor style,lenqth and content. All contributions shotlld be turned in Wednesday of taeh
week via e·mall or theoews.oro.
The Murray State News strives to be the Unwtrslty community"s source tor Information Our goal is to pre1ent that tnlor·
mBtion In a fail And unbiased manner and provide a lrPe and open lorum for e•prmlon and debate.
lhe Murray Stale News Is a dHIQn.!t~ public forum. Student ~1tors have authonty to make Ill cootent dtc:islons without
cemorship or adVance approval. T~ paper o!feu a hands-on feammo enwonment lor studfnts m!erested in JOUfnalism. The
campus press should bt free horn censorship and ill!Varn approval of copy and Its ~·tors should develop their edtlorlaland
news poltcles.
The toturrav State News is prepar&d and edittd by studenb and ts an olf1cfal publiCBtion of Murray State Unlvt'rslty. The
first copy is free. Additional copie~ are available for l5 cents at ln Wilson Hall
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Dean says goodbye
Staff, students will miss Heathcott, Bowman
In My

Opinion

Tony
Brannon
Tony Brannon is
the dean
of the school
ofagriculture.

As a faculty member and administrator
for the department and school of agricul·
ture at Murray State, I have bad the great
pleasure of standing in front of a yariety
of audiences and beginning my presentations by exclaiming "What a great day for
Murray State and Murray State agriculture!"
Each of those occasions
added somehow to our programs, new
facilities, new programs or new scholarships, and one significant occasion, a new
administrative organization and the creation of the school of agriculture.
Yet with the events of the past weeks,
these great days have been overshadowed by sad days as we have mourned
the loss of two of our greatest assets Eldon Heathcott, professor emeritus, and
Ken Bowman, professor of agribusiness.
Heathcott's loss on Sept. 11 came after an
extended illness that unfortunately
affected his quality of life during the past
two years and cut short his retirement.
Then, on Oct. 1, we were shocked and
saddened by the sudden passing of our
colleague and friend, Ken Bowman. Bowman, a Regents' Teaching Award recipient. was a teacher, mentor and friend to
our agriculture students. Simply put, he
was a champion for student causes.
As we have reflected during these sad
days upon the lives of these two towers of
strength for our school, we have experienced a great range of emotions, but perhaps the most important phase has been
the realization of the legacy they left
behind.

Countless phone calls, e-mails and
notes have been received from alumni,
each sharing a favorite story or remembrance indicating how these men affected
the lives of their students.
Heathcott possessed a great passion for
the most important things in his life - his
God, his family, his church, his University, agricultural education and Murray
State rodeo. He served Murray State as a
teacher and administrator for 28 years.
Every day, our students enjoy the
opportunities afforded to them at the
Pullen Farm or the Heathcott rodeo barn.
Some may not realize that his service and
devotion played a large factor in each of
these assets.
Heathcott patiently and sacrificially
worked with Pullen during her latter
years and visited with her in the nursing
home almost daily.
Due to the efforts of Heathcott and
other faculty and administrators, we now
enjoy a beautiful 42-acre farm that houses our horticulture and agronomy programs and we are able to administer a
scholarship fund of more than $1 million.
When Heathcott became rodeo advisor, he befriended an influential parent of
one of the students who donated funds to
lead the campaign to build the new rodeo
barn.
It was priceless to be present
when the benefactor revealed that the
new barn would not be named in his own
honor, but rather would be named the
"Eldon Heathcott Rodeo Barn."
Murray State and the entire Murray

adviser to 93 students, undoubtedly one
of the largest advising loads at Murray
State. Bowman worked well with students.
He hosted student clubs at his home
and even took some.of them with him to
his favorite professional sports events. If
it was Friday, you could count on him to
sport his favorite athletic team jersey.
His teaching career at Murray State was
cut far too short and his loss will leave a
great void in our school.
What a sad day for Murray State agriculture.
The passing of both these individuals,
representing Murray State agriculture,
past and present, once again has brought
the thoughts of Nathan C. Schaeffer to
mind.
Schaeffer once wrote, "At the close of
life, the question will not be how much
you have, but how much you have given;
not how much you've won, but how much
you've done; not how much have you
saved, but how much have you sacrificed;
not how much you were honored, but
how much you loved and served."
Thank God for the blessings of life
brought to us in the past and present by
Eldon Heathcott and Ken Bowman. May
we all carry these blessings on to others
in the future.
When we do, I'm sure that there will be
more great days ahead for Murray State
and Murray State agriculture.
Editors Note: A full version of this tribute can be found on www. thenews.org
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~what if~
Rockelle Gray

community will miss the contributions of
Eldon Heathcott.
What a sad day for Murray State agriculture.
Bowman lived life to the fullest,
according to the "Success is a journey,
not a destination" axiom. He might have
invented the "been there. done that, got
the shirt" saying. If there was something
going on at Murray State. Bowman wanted to experience it.
He was part of the Agriculture Roads
Scholar Brigade before Roads Scholars
were cool. He sacrificed his commitment
to agriculture students for two years to
serve the larger student body as faculty
head of Springer-Franklin College.
He was also co-founder and co-editor
of the Murray State Undergraduate
Research JournaJ. Bowman was an
unusually gifted individual and faculty
member.
As I commented during the presentation of his promotion packet last spring,
"Although outstanding, Bowman was not
the most productive researcher at Murray State, but he could have been.
Although outstanding. he was not the
most active community or university servant, but he could have been. The reason
he wasn't the absolute best of the two
aforementioned criteria was that be only
had so much time and he put most of his
time and energy into being a great
teacher, indeed among the very best.''
Bowman served students, and he
served quite a few of them. He served as
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There was
no caller 10?
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I won't answer the phone. I won't
know any of my friends' numbers. l probably wouldn't have commentaries or letters each week.
With the exception
of my family's cell
phone
numbers, I
don't know phone
numbers anymore.
Once they are put in
my phone, I depend
on seeing the name
before I answer the
phone.
Ifl want to ignore a
person, caller ID is
the best way to get
out of answering the
______. phone.
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I also know if a telemarketer calls - the
company's name or "unknown number"
will appear on my phone, and I won't
answer it.
Caller ID has saved me from going to
events I didn't want to attend, from lis·
tening to my friends' mini-dramas, from
breaking up my relationships..
At work, I use caller ID to recognize
the calls of contributors if they have any
problems.
It is hard to imagine the time before
caller ID. The days when you would wait
by the phone and answer all the calls
until it was the person with whom you
wanted to talk.
On the other hand, it is harder to prank
call or hang up on crushes because you
chicken out.
But, I guess we should be mature
enough not to do that anymore.
'
I hate to think about all the time I
would have lost had it not been for caller
ID.
I
But, maybe it has made me seem like
an insensitive listener. I am someone
who likes to keep phone calls under five
minutes. I would respond to e-mails.
They are convenient and I read them
when I want.
I don't want to think what it would be
like without e-mail It's unconceivable.
1
I will just thank God for the technology conveniences we are given.
Thank God for caller ID, hand-held
phones, cell phones, laptops, e-mail,
myspace (my own little addiction),
Microsoft and the Internet.
While many may not consider me the
most religious person, if any of theses fail
me, religious names tend to stream out of
my mouth.

I

Rockelle Gray is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News.
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Campus Lights needs participation
In My

Opinion

Theresa
Luebbers
Theresa Luebbers
is a senior mwic
education major
from Carlyle, Ill.

u

It creates a bond of camaraderie that only someone who has
gone through Campus Lights can explain.
I have so many memories from my experiences and have
made so many friends. When those curtains part and the stage
lights hit you - it's just fabulous.
It's the reason Campus Lights has been around since 1938 and
is still going strong. The 70th production of Campus Lights
will be "Fame," showing Jan; 25-28.
"Fame," centered around the famous New York High School
of Performing Arts, provides roles for everyone - singers,
dancers, actors, instrumentalists and even rappers. What does
one need do to become involved in this fabulous event?
There is an audition, but it isn't anything to lose sleep over.
I may be a music major, but purely instrumental sense.
When it comes to singing and dancing on stage, no outstanding talent or experience are required, just a love of music
and theater, and I had no trouble auditioning.
Just come to Farrell Recital Hall (third floor of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts building), Oct. 19 or 20 at 6 p.m.
You are asked to prepare 16-20 bars of song of pop, rock, or
Broadway ballad origin. An accompanist will be provided if ·
needed. Be ready to read a little from the script and do a bit of
dancing. Ifs quick, painless, and not as bad as you might think.
What do you have to lose?
Even if you don't audition, still plan on coming to watch and
cheer on your fellow students Jan. 25-28 in Lovett Auditorium
for the 70th annual Campus Lights.

Murray State is the proud home of the South's longest running student produced musical: Campus Lights.
Each year, the members of Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha
Iota - Murray State's professional music fraternities - join to
produce a musical to raise money for a full-tuition music
scholarship.
Participation in this annual event, however, is not restricted
to members of PMA or SAl, or even to music and theater
majors.
Any student at Murray State can and should display his or
her talents and audition for this long-standing campus tradition.
Just ask the dozens of your classmates and even professors
(back in their day) who have Campus Lights memories happily tucked away in their minds.
I have seen Campus Lights from a different perspective each
of my years here, from observer to stagehand to member of the
cast and now member of the board of producers. My love for
it has grown each and every year.
As its name suggests, Campus Lights does indeed involve
the whole campus, drawing people from many majors and
backgrounds.
In the month of January, this diverse group pulls together to
create a memorable stage production, creating many cherished
memories along the way.
Most of the rehearsals are held before the spring semester
starts causing minimal class conflicts.
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STUDY ABROAD

University organizes partnership
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
Students from Daegu University in
South Korea will soon have a unique
study abroad opportunity.
Walt Disney bas been recruiting stu·
dents at Murray State and universities
nationwide, including those studying
abroad, for semester-long internships for
the past 25 years.
Gina Winchester, assistant director for
Career Services, said Disney approached
Murray State with a unique solution to
their problem, which will also benefit the
University.
"The ]1 study program allows universi·
ties within the United States to link with
universities outside of the United States
and allows their students to come here for
a year," Winchester said. "Daegu students
will take a full load of courses fall semester and then work at Disney spring semester."
Cbung-ha Lee, junior from Gwang-Ju,
South Korea, said many students from

Daegu University will be interested in the
program.
"I think it is a good idea because Kore~
an students are raised to study English,"
Lee said. "If I had this opportunity, I
would do it."
Mark Galloway, international student
adviser for the Institute for International
Studies. said the program is in its fmal
stages of completion.
"We are stUl working on an agreement
between (Murray State and Daegu University)," be said. "The proposal should
be ready for signature any day now. We
have people in Daegu now working on the
deal."
Should the proposal be signed within
the next few weeks, Daegu University
will begin publicizing the study abroad
opportunity.
Murray State and Disney officials will
then travel to Daegu to interview possible
participants.
The first group of these students will
arrive in August 2007.
Amanda Crider can be reached at
arnanda.crider@murraystate.edu.
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Officials plan new roadway
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
Pending approval from the U.S.
Forest Service, construction on a
four-lane road between Kentucky
Lake and Lake Barkley will begin
in spring 2007.
Some Murray State students are
unhappy with the decision.
Erin Black, senior from Radcliff, Ky., and member of Murray
Environmental Student Society,
believes other options should be
reviewed before expanding road·
ways through Land Between the
Lakes.
"Instead of using $350 million
to expand the highway, a public
transit system could be initiated,"
Black said. "This may provide a
more environmentally friendly
answer to the traffic issues by giv·
ing an option to the summer trav·
elers."

------------------------

-~---

Although Black would like to
see alternative options, she said
LBL officials have done an exceptional job with the planning.
"A good thing is the fact that
LBL, being a national forest, gives
strict guidelines such as keeping
trees up between the roads,"
Black said.
Gary Hawkins, recreation program specialist for LBL, said
throughout the process, relations
with the state have been outstanding.
"The state has been interested
and working very closely with
us," Hawkins said. "We don't
anticipate any problems."
He said the concerns of LBL
officials during the planning
process have been taken into con·
sideration. The officials would
like to see a plan that will affect
the minimum amount of land.
"Our preferred alternative was
a contact-sensitive design,"

--- - ------ -

Hawkins said. "It's a long process,
but the state has chosen a plan
which will offset any problems."
Hawkins said the U.S. Forest
Service and the state government
have encountered numerous
obstacles in their planning. Dealing with heritage and rights, environmental concerns and animals'
habitats were all taken into consideration.
With the U.S. Forest Service's
approval, the road project will
begin in the spring. Rep. Melvin
Henley, R·Murray, said the road
will come with a hefty price tag.
"The estimated cost was $50
million from the state road plan,"
Henley said. "But the state is $L2 •
billion under funded for the road ,
project; we're indeed fortunate."
Inadequate funding from the
state legislature resulted in delays
in construction.
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.
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Some employees face funding decline in retirement plan .
Ashley Edwards
Staff writer
A decline in funding for an
Optional Retirement Plan bas
left some University employees' retirement savings in a
lurch.
Murray State, Western
Kentucky University, Morehead State University, Eastern Kentucky University and
Kentucky State University
offer two retirement plans for
faculty and professional staff
- the ORP and the Kentucky
Teachers' Retirement System.
Joyce Gordon, associate
vice president for human
resources, said there are
about 430 Murray State
employees covered under
KTRS and 275 under tbe ORP.
Both plans deduct 6J6 percent from the employee's paycheck and receive a 13.84 percent contribution from the
employer's total payroll.
If an employee is under the
KTRS policy, the full amount
of the employer's contribu-

tion goes toward the employee's retirement fund.
However, if the employee is
under the ORP policy, the
employer contribution is split
between ORP and KTRS.
The employer contribution
to KTRS under the ORP policy is required by state law
and allows KTRS to decide
how much money is needed
and it is legislatively
approved, Gordon said.
The funding is necessary,
it's just unfair to those under
the ORP, Gordon said.
Under the ORP, the
employer contribution is split
between the two policies
based on how much KTRS
say is needed for its program.
The employer contribution
to ORP has decreased greatly
since 2002 when 10.06 per~
cent of employer contribution
went to the ORP, leaving
KTRS3.78.
The current ORP employer
contribution is 4.41 percent
and the remaining 9.43 percent goes to KTRS July 1. .
Gordon said there is a prob·

...--------. lem with
the split in
fun d ing
bet w een
the
two
policies
under ORP
that
is
affecting
the Universities
ability to
recruit and
retain
employJoyce Gordon
ees.
Associate
Vice President '"There is a
lot of frus·
for HR
t r ation
with less of the employers'
money going into their retirement accounts," Gordon said.
"... I think everyone would
agree that is just simply unac·
ceptable."
The University allows
employees to choose between
KTRS and ORP wi~J the
first 30 clays of hbjng. i f' the
time is exceeded, the employee will be enrolled in KTRS
by default.

Choosing a retirement policy can be difficult, because

there are several differences
between the KTRS and ORP.
ORP is an option for
employees hired on or after
July l, 1996, who are otherwise eligible for KTRS and
want more control over bow
their money is invested, Gordon said.
Employees under KTRS are
required to have five years or
service before they are eligi·
ble to collect the employer
contributions, Gordon said,
where as ORP allows employees to collect all their retirement funds at any time.
KTRS is a defined benefit
program in which employees
pay into the program and
receive the benefits, Gordon
said.
ORP is a move away from
the large state retirement
plan.
IITRS offers disability and

death benefit•, as well as
medical coverage for employees.
ORP does not have any

medical coverage for retiree's
or disability benefits.
Gordon said a state-wide
solution to the steady decline
of employer contribution to
ORP needs to be found.
Representatives from Murray State and the other four
universities affected by the
split will create a working
group to meet with the Council of Post-Secondary Education Oct. 20 in Frankfort to
begin the process of finding a
solution.
Gordon said she and Tom
Denton, vice president of
financial and administrative
services, will act as the U niversity representatives.
The working group will
most likley have two to three
meetings. and hopefully pro·
duce a timeline addressing
ways this could be solved
before Thanksgiving, Gordon
said.
The split has to be legisla~~

"We're all coming together
to try to come to a solution
that is best for all parties

involved," Gordon said.
"Murray State completely
supports finding a solution
for this."
Roslyn White, associate
director of school relations,
chose KTRS when she began
employment at the University
three years ago, and is happy
with the decision.
"I've always wanted to be
with the state," White said.
"My parents were with the
state in Mississippi, where I
came from. 1 come from a
long line of state workers, it's
what I'm used to."
White said KTRS was the
best choice for her because
she plans to work for the state
until retirement although
there are alternatives that
may work better for others.
"After the big deal with the
stock market a few years ago,
the optional plan seemed to
risky to me," White said. "It's
an unreasonable fear, but a
fear aU the same."
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashley.edwards@
murraystate.edu.
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work every day.
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The Racers take the field at Missouri In the season opener Sept. 2. Saturday, the Racers hope to get their first conference wl of the season In the Homecoming game versus Samford.

Racers prep for Homecoming contest
AutumnBoaz
Assistant Sports Editor
They are the reason Homecoming exists.
The football team gives Murray State a reason
to have a parade, tent city and a Homecoming
court. ln return, Murray State is giving the Racers
a reason to win.
,.As far as community goes, it's the main game
that everyone in the community sees," said Calvin
Warren, Racer Band drum line instructor from
Hopkinsville, Ky. "To win that game would be
huge for Murray."
~r three straight losses, the team is due for a
victory, and the weekend couldn't be more perfect.
Warren, who has been a member of the Racer
Band for four years, said the band has always been
an important part of Homecoming, but the cheers
of the crowd may be just as important as the
music.
"A ton more people participate in Homecoming," Warren said. "I think basically it's the activities of the previous week are what builds up the
game, so it's a lot more exciting, people get more
into it."
The Racers look to pick up their first home win
of the season against the Samford Bulldogs, 4-2
overall, and 0-3 in the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Bulldogs are still trying to repair their
defensive line after losing defensive back Cortland Finnegan, the heart of the unit, to the Tennessee Titans in the 2006 draft.
Regardless of Finnegan's departure, Head
Coach Matt Griffin said Samford's defense is still
one of the team's strong points. Conversely, be
said the quarterback spot was Samford's area of
uncertainty.
Last weekend, the Bulldogs kept the position in
constant motion, using three quarterbacks
throughout the course of the game.

"I think they're still trying to find a quarterback," Grifftn said. ·They're playing a couple of
guys, but I think Jefferson Adcock has been the
most productive. From a statistical standpoint, it's
easy to say. Defensively they're very sound.
They're going to make you drive the field and wait
for you to make a mistake."
Offensively, the Bulldogs are led by junior wide
receiver Jeff Moore, who caught seven passes for
a season-high 112 yards in Samford's 31-12 loss to
Eastern Kentucky Saturday.
Griffin said the Racers would try to utilize the
passing game against the Bulldogs, and would
work to improve last weekend's less-than-impressive special teams performance. Other than a few
minor adjustments, Grifftn said the game plan
would not change.
"We've seen the scheme," Griffin said. "Both of
their fronts and all their coverages we've seen
throughout the course of the year. We know what
they're going to do, and they know what they're
going to do. It goes back to execution. We've got
to do a great job throughout the course of this
week executing in practice to have a chance on
Saturday."
The Racers have lost 10 straight OVC games,
tracing back to last season, but Griffm said he's
been in worse streaks and won't lose confidence
in his team.
This weekend, the stage is set for the Racers to
begin a new streak - a winning streak. Griffin said
the fans would be the driving force.
"I think .i t's just a great weekend," Griffin said.
"Alums come back. We're probably going to see
some players we didn't expect to see. I think it's
great for our kids. We need that crowd. We have
really felt the crowd support in the two home
games, we're going to need them Saturday to help
us."
Autumn Boaz can be reached at autumn.boaz@
murraystate.edu.

The

a Bulldog. Fleming iS 8·10
against Georgia Tech.

md,.losirliiHI th:Jme(OIIIilo is just embarrassing. The Racers
them to come out on fire.

Racers picked to finish 4th at annual OVC media day
TommyDWard

spoon was named the OVC Preseason Player of the Year.
Witherspoon led the Racers last
season, averaging 10.6 points and 7.7
rebounds per game, leading the team
in both categories and boosting the
Racers to an OVC Championship.
"Shawn is in his fifth year and his
third head coach," said Head Coach
Billy Kennedy in a press release.
"He's won championships and has
toughness and character, to have
him lead us has been a blessing.
We're going to lean on him more
than he's ever been leaned on in the
past. Murray State has been success-

Sports Editor
It wasn't too long ago the Ohio
Valley Conference champion Racers
gave North Carolina all it could handle and more in the flrst round of the
NCAA Tournament.
But that was then and this is now.
The OVC held its annual preseason
basketball media day Wednesday in
Nashville, Tenn., and the Racers left
with a projected fourth-place finish
in the conference, despite receiving
three first-place votes.
Senior forward Shawn Wither-

ful in the past because of guys like
him."
Parity will be the name of the
game this year in the OVC as four
teams received frrst-place votes.
Samford was named the preseason
favorite, receiving nine first-place
votes.
The Bulldogs return four starters
from last year's team that lost to the
Racers in the OVC Championship,
including ftrSt team All-QVC guard
Randall Gulina.
Tennessee State received six firstplace votes and was picked to finish
second in the OVC. Tennessee Tech

garnered four first-place votes and
was picked to finish third.
SEMO, Austin Peay, Jacksonville
State, Eastern Kentucky, Eastern Illinois, UT-Martin and Morehead
State rounded out the conference.
In a rare turn of events, the
women's basketball team received a
higher preseason ranking from the
conference than the men. Murray
State was picked to finish third in
the OVC behind the play of standout
senior forward Joi Scott.
Scott was named the OVC Preseason Player of the Year after dominating the conference last year. scor-

ing 20.3 points per game and bringing down 8.6 rebounds per contest.
"'We are very proud of her... Head
Coach Joi Felton said in a press
release. "There is no question that
she is one of the elite players in our
conference, and we feel that she has
the potential to have a very big year.
We look to her to provide a lot of
leadership this year."
Felton returns all flve starters
from a team that last year showed
flashes of brilliance but struggled to
maintain consistency.
Tommy Dillard can be reached at
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Friday: FOX @ 7 p.m.
American League Champ.
Athletics at Tigers

Murray State Events

Saturday: ESPN @ 6:45 p.m.
College Football
Florida at Auburn

Tonight: Volleyball @ 7 p.m.

Saturday: Football @ 3 p.m.

Racer Arena
SEMO at Murray State

Roy Stewart Stadium
Samford at Murray State

Sunday: FOX @ noon

Sunday: FOX @ 6:30 p.m.

Saturday: Rifle @ TBA

Sunday: Soccer @ 1 p.m.

NFL Football
Seahawks at Rams

National League Champ..
Mets at Cardinals

Clarksville. Tenn.
Murray State at Austin Peay

Cutchin Field
Samford at Murray State
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Volleyball ! Defense gets
maybe best
team at MSU
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Racers two home wins

Drew Helton

Staff writer

The volleyball team
knocked out two more
Ohio Valley Conference
opponents last weekend,
putting the team at the top
of the OVC standings.
"Everyone. did their job,"
Head
Coach
David
Schwepker said. "We are
not the biggest team, but
we continue to play as a
team, which is why we are
winning."
The Racers were behind
in each game against Morebead State before prevail·
ing to sweep the series 3-Q.
The Racers had 84 digs
to Morehead State's 67, and
13 blocks to the Eagles'
three.
'
"We have been executing
our game plan," said junior
outside
hitter
Tara
DeMage. "We always know
where everyone will be at
all times."
The Racers trailed early
in the first game 13-10
before fmding a groove and
pulling away for the 30-23
victory.
Freshman setter Cassie
Chesney led the comeback,
getting Murray State six
straight points when the
match was tied at 23.
The second game started
like the first as the Racers
trailed 14·8 before sophomore Heather Norris tallied up eight straight points
while serving, putting the
Racers up 16-14.
The Racers lost the lead
at 22-21 before Chesney
was at it again. The freshman rattled off eight
straight points, sealing the
deal for game two and giving the Racers a 2-0 edge.
Game two featured eight
ties in all.
Norris was the difference
in game three as the Racers
rallied off nine points to
pull away 30-19.
DeMage led the team
with 14 digs and S blocks.
"Our defense was really

It's mid-October.
That means the football team's losses
are piling up and basketball is in the air but it's still three weeks away.
Don't worry - it won't be long before
Spoon is draining mid-range jumpers
again. T-Way is light- ----~
ing up the RSEC with
that sweet three-point
shot and Tony Easley
is rattling the rims
with bone-shaking
dunks.
But in the meantime, I have the perfect medicine for you
insatiable
sports
junkies. I'd like to
offer an alternative to
sitting around in
anxious anticipation
of the Racers hitting
the hardwood.
Sports Editor
The next time you
catch yourself wondering how in the
world you can make it three more weeks,
take a short walk over to the old part of
campus and catch a Murray State volleyball game. I promise you won't be disappointed.
It's there that Coach David Schweplter
bas his team building a special season
over in the friendly confines of Racer
Arena. And they're doing so largely unnoticed.
You can't really blame anyone for not
noticing the volleyball team - they
haven't been here. The Racers played
their first game of the season back on
Sept. 1 in the North Florida Classic. They
didn't have a home game until Oct. 6,
when students were all vacationing for
Fall Break.
The team is 13-3 overall, 5-l in the OVC
· and they have a tournament championship under their belts. The Racers
dominated the competition at the Kent
State Invitational in September, defeating
host Golden Flashes as well as ACC member North Carolina State.
The fact that they've done it all on the
road makes the triumphs even more
impressive. The Racers are tied for second in the OVC with Morehead State,
behind Jacksonville State. And Murray
State holds the competitive edge over
Morehead, having beaten the Eagles 3-0
last Friday in the Racers' first home
match of the season.
If it's star power you want, the volleyball team has its own superstar in sophomore libero Heather Norris. Norris has
been named OVC Defensive Player of the
Week so often this year. the voters would
be well serv'ed to pencil her name in
AutumnBoaz
Assistant Sports Editor
every week for the rest of the season.
Norris ranks lOth in the nation in digs,
The women's tennis
averaging more than six per game, but
more importantly, she is the leader of one ' team recorded two top-five
fmishes last weekend at the
of the top defensive units in collegiate
Hoosier Classic, en route to
volleyball.
14 wins combined.
Murray State isn't No. 1 in a lot of
Senior Anna Lask finthings, but for the fourth consecutive
ished fourth in the Flight A
week the Racers lead the nation in digs
singles at the three-day
per game, one of the major defensive catevent, while Casady Pruitt
egories in volleyball
notched a fifth place fmish
That's right, Murray State leads all of
in the Flight D singles.
Division I volleyball in digs. That
In her ftrst match of the
includes such powerhouses as Nebraska,
Classic, Lask defeated IndiPenn State, UCLA and USC. Now that's
ana's Laura McGaffigan to
defense, and that's worth a look.
move on to the semifinals,
With the football team giving up 36
where she fell to Colleen
points per game, it might be time to ask
Rielley of Notre Dame.
Norris if she would be willing to play free
Lask faced Mississippi's
safety Saturday at Homecoming.
Martina
Banikova for the
And I don't mean any disrespect to our
third-place match, and was
football team - I am behind them 100 perdefeated, 6-4, 6-2, putting
cent. But I do think it's high time we starther in fourth place. Along
ed paying more attention to our athletes
with her fourth place sinwho are excelling right now, and doing so
gles finish, she also recordon a national level. When the football
ed a seventh-place doubles
team leads the nation in anything, I will
finish with her partner
tear down the goalposts at Stewart StadiRachael Lask after defeatum single-handedly.
ing Louisiana State pair
I want to issue a challenge to you all,
Ashley
Murdock
and
from one Murray State student to anothTiffany Tucker.
er. Go watch the volleyball team take on
Pruitt's top-five finish
SEMO tonight at 7 p.m.
was the result of a comeYou don't have anything better to do.
back after she was defeated
The match will be over before 9 and you
in her first match of the
have the rest of the night ahead of you.
weekend. After the initial
Let's let these women know we support
loss,
Pruitt won two
them and we're excited about what
straight matches to help
they're doing.
her settle into fifth place.
At the very least, it'll be good practice
After picking up another
for basketball season.
win in doubles play with
her partner, sophomore
Tommy Dillard is the sports editor at The
Anne Pennington, Pruitt
Murray State News. E-mail comments to
said the weekend served as
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.
a confidence booster.
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Head Coach David Schwepker instructs his team durlno a timeout at Austin Peay earlier this season.
good," DeMage said. "We
have been playing as a team
and that is the difference
right now.•
The Racers battled to
pull out a tough victory
against Eastern Kentucky
Saturday. winning the
match 3-1.
The Racers had 73 kills
and 117 digs. while El\."U had
65 kills and 104 digs.
Murray State lost the
f'llSt match before exploding on Eastern Kentucky to

take the next three games.
"We are trying to even
out our defense with our
offense," Schwcpker said.
uwe urc trying to put more
pressure on offensively."
Senior Katie Kemezys
led Murray State with 22
kills, hitting .396 with three
errors in 48 attacks.
Senior Holly Jansen was
right there with Kemcrys
with 20 kills while commit·
ting four errors in 48
attacks.

Sophomore
Alison
Mugler added 12 kills while
DeMage added 10.
Norris headlined with 27
digs, followed by Chesney
with 23.
Muglcr had 20. DeMage
had 18 and sophomore
Alyssa Groves had 17.
Murray State's sweep
over Morehead State and
Eastern Kentucky marked
onlr the seventh time for
the Race~ ~o sweep this
series at home in 19 years.

Murray State moved to
13-3 with a 5-l record in

conference play.
Schwepker
will
go
against his alma mater,
Southeast Missouri State, at
7 p.m. Friday in Racer
Arena. The Redhawks are
4-2 in the OVC.
The Racers also take on
Eastern Illinois Saturday at
2 p.m.
Drew Helton can be
reached at andrew.helton@
murraystate.edu.

Lask, Pruitt take two top-five finishes at IU

courtesy or athletics department

Anna and Rachael Lask compete in a doubles match aoainst Tennessee·Martin.
"I felt this was my best
weekend out of every tournament we've played this
fall," Pruitt said. "I felt really great about the way I
played. I had two singles
victories and a doubles victory. I was just really excited about them. lt just really

helps me build confidence
as we go into our last tour·
nament before the spring
by just knowing I can get
wins like that against big
schools."
Unfamiliar faces from
the Big 10. Big 12. Southeastern and Big East Con-

fcrenccs littered the lineup at the classic, but Anna
Lask said she felt the Racers tirmly n:prcsented their
side of the court.
"I think everyone played
the best they could play,"
Lask said. "Since the competition was so strong, we

didn't necessarily win the
matches, but I felt like we
were competitive in every
match. Everyone had the
opportunity to win games
and win matches.»
Pennington and freshman Lynsey Bochenek each
picked up two singles wins,
defeating opponents from
Notre Dame. Louderback
and O'Flynn. Bochenek also
recorded a doubles win
with partner Angela McGahee.
Pruitt said the team's 14
wins was a sign of improvement.
"I think with every tournament we've gone to,
especially our two freshmen, are getting used to the
competition every time we
go out there," Pruitt said.
"It gives the upperclassmen
a chance to see where they
are this year and see where
they want to end up at the
end of the year."
The Racers' next event is
Oct. 20-21, where they will
compete in the University
o( Memphis Tournament in
Memphis, Tenn.
The two-week break will
give the team a chance to
recover from the effects of
a compacted fall schedule,
Lask said.
"We need a break," Lask
said. "We've played three
tournaments in a month."
The Memphis tournament is the team's last fall
event.
Autumn Boaz can be
reached at autumn.boaz@
murraystate.edu.
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Soccer team faces OVC challenge
Aaron Weare
Staff writer
The soccer team learned
a tough lesson last weekend - never look past any
opponent.
The Racers fell to the
Morehead St ate Eagles 4-0
Friday. The Eagles got on
the board quickly with a
goal in the fifth minute.
The team gave up two
more goals in the 15th and
17th minutes, the last goals
of the first half.
"We were outplayed in
the first half," senior Laura
Oppegard said. "They got a
really quick goal and it kind
of messed with our confidence, and that lead to the
other goals."
The Racers outsbot
Morehead State 10-6 in the
first half, but the Eagles
made more of their shots
count, scoring three goals.
The second half played a
little differently for the
Racers, but the results
weren't any better.
"We played a lot better in
the second half," Oppegard
said. "We controlled the
ball for the second half,
we're just struggling to
score right now. We had
our opportunities, we just
hav~ to do something with
them."

Morehead State took
advantage of their second
half scoring chances as the
Eagles' Rebekah Kendall
scored her school record
setting fourth goal of the
day.
"We didn't play well,"
junior Lauren Granger said.
"We didn't play the way we
should have, because for
whatever
reason,
we
underestimated them. This
was also the second game
in a row that we haven't
played well on turf. That's
no excuse, just something
that we need to fix."
Sunday's game against
Eastern Kentucky ended in
a 0-0 draw.
The Racers controlled
possession of the ball for
most of the game, but again
bad trouble scoring.
"We couldn't fmish, basically," Oppegard said. "We
were on the offensive, on
their side of the field, for
most of the game. We had
some breakaways that we
didn't convert, and we had
a shot hit the crossbar. We
just didn't score."
The Racers can now look
past the games from last
weekend to this weekend's
games against perennial
OVC championship contenders Samford and jacksonville State.
"We know we had a bad

file photo

Sophomore Krista Llewellyn maneuvers around an Austin Peay defender at CutchinField Sept 29.
weekend," junior Molly
Wolfe said. 'We know what
to work on and fix, but now
we have to forget about
those games. We knew
those were games we could
have and should have won,

but if we dwell on them,
they'll cat:t)' over into this
weekend, which can't happen if we want to win."
On Friday, the Racers
will host Jacksonville State.
The game is scheduled for 3

p.m. Sunday. Samford
comes to Murray to take on
the Racers at 1 p.m at
Cutchin Field.
Aaron Weare can be
reached at aaron.weare@
murraystate.edu.

-- -- - -- - - - - - - - -

Non-traditional sport puts Murray State on the map

Bass Anglers reel in national championship
T ommy Dillard
Sports Editor
It's been a while since a Murray
State athletic team has been able to
call themselves national champions. That time is over.
The Murray State Bass Anglers
claimed that title after their firstplace finish in the American Bass
Anglers National Tournament held
Oct'. 4-6 in Murray's own outdoor
playground, Kentucky Lake.
The anglers seized the opportunity for some good, old-fashioned,
home-field advantage - or homelake advantage as the case may be winning the tournament and bringing a national championship home
to Murray State.
''The win for us, by it being on
Kentucky Lake, of course it's pretty
special," Club President Don Chalk

said. "This is our home water. We
like to say that we represented
Murray well by winning at home
and showed everybody how it was
done, so to say."
This year's victory came on the
heels of last year's second place finish in Shreveport, La.
Three Murray State anglers finished in the top five individually,
including Kirby Watts, junior from
Smithfield, Ky., who fmished first
and can now call himself the
national champion.
"l've always thought about fishing professionally, should I get the
opportunity," Watts said. "It's good
to have this to put on resumes to tcy
to attract sponsors. I'm looking at it
as my first big step in approaching
one of my dreams, professional
fishing."
Watts won the tournament,
catching five keepers amounting to
a total weight of 12.22 pounds. The

anglers operated under a five-fish
limit each day of the tournament,
but because of the poor conditions
on the lake, Watts said he only kept
five fish in alL
Watts said the changing weather
and adverse fishing conditions lowered every angler's fish count.
Scott Duckworth, junior from
Henderson, Ky., finished one slot
behind Watts in second, and Bran·
don Boone, senior from Hodgenville, Ky., finished fifth.
The college anglers were paired
up with a different professional
angler every day because the ABA
does not allow collegiate competitors to use their own boats, Watts
said.
Watts said the team's familiarity
with Kentucky Lake benefited not
only them, but also the anglers with
whom they were paired.
"I think it helped them, my confidence on the lake," Watts said. ''I

was able to take them to some
places I know there are fish."
The ABA awards yearly scholarships to the top student anglers in
the nation, dishing out a $5,000
reward to the Collegiate Angler of
the Year and $1,000 scholarships to
the second through flfth ranked
anglers.
The rankings are based on points
standings to be released soon.
The national championship is
hehind them, but that doesn't mean
the bass anglers will be taking a
break. They plan to participate in a
tournament hosted by Fox Sports
and are looking ahead to an ESPN
tournament in the spring, Chalk
said.
In the meantime, the guys will
savor their victory and enjoy being
the only team on campus known as
national champions.
Tommy .Dillard can be reached at
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.

FiShing gets
hall of fame
of its own
I am sure most of you are aware that a
participant in a particular sport has the
opportunity to be inducted into a hall of
fame if he or she excels in that sport. For
example, Babe Ruth
is enshrined in the
Baseball Hall of
Fame in Cooperstown, N.Y., Michael
Jordan is celebrated
in the Basketball
Hall of Fame in
Springfield, Mass.,
and Joe Montana has
been inducted into
the Football Hall of
Fame in Canton,
Ohio.
Did you know
Warren
that there is a fishKing
ing hall of fame in Outdoor columnist
Hayward, Wis.?
The official name of this institution is
the National Fresh Water Fishing Hall of
Fame and Museum. Hayward is a small
town on the shores of Lake Hayward,
which located about 70 miles south of
Duluth, Minn.
Hayward may be small, but there is
nothing small about the Hall of Fame. It is
filled with exhibits ·that promote every
type of fresh water fiShing.
The fish of choice in the lakes around
Hayward is the muskellunge of muskie.
The muskie is an aggressive fish with
large, razor sharp teeth. It is elusive, too.
In fact, it is said that an angler will make
10,000 casts with a rod and reel before he
catches a quality muskie.
The Hall has a special section devoted
to the muskellunge. There is even a
replica of the world record muskie displayed. The world's largest muskie
weighed 69 pounds, l1 ounces and was
caught by Louis Spray more than a halfcentucy ago.
In Cooperstown, Babe Ruth's uniform,
bat and glove are displayed. In Hayward,
Louis Spray's fishing pole, tackle box and
other fishing equipment are on display.
In fishing circles, Spray is a legend.
The muskie is not the only species of
flsh that is represented in the Fresh
Water Fishing Hall of Fame and Museum.
Virtually every fisb that lives in I fresh
water is featured in the museUm. If you
have an interest in any type of fish, the
Hall will have information on it.
I checked with the Fishing Hall of
Fame and found out that the world
record bluegill weighed slightly over 5
pounds. I sometimes fish for bluegill in
the summer. IfI catch one that weighs 10
ounces, it is a whopper.
The Fresh Water Fishing Hall of Fame
was established in 1960 and has seen
steady growth each year. The purpose of
the Hall is to collect, preserve and display artifacts associated with the sport of
fishing. In addition, the administrators of
the Hall compile information relevant to
world record catches in all species of
fresh water fish. The Hall administrators
are also interested in maintaining a
library which catalogs thousands of
books and periodicals which pertain to
fishing.
In 1960, the first year of the Hall's operation, only 8,000 people came to see its
meager exhibits but in the last several
years' annual attendance has topped
100,000. As attendance increased, so has
the size of the attraction. In the early
years, the Hall consisted of one small
building. Now, a number of structures
make up the Hall of Fame cornplex.
The centerpiece of the complex is an
oversized replica of a muskie that doubles as a piece of playground equipment
Children love playing and climbing
inside the giant fish. The giant muskie
certainly raises the interest of children in
the sport of fishing.
After reading this article, I doubt that
any of you will rush to the Fresh Water
Fishing Hall of Fame and Museum, but if
you have any interest in fishing, I suggest
you visit freshwater-fishing.org. The
Hall has an excellent website and everything that you should know about fishing.
Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to warren.king@murraystate.edu.
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Iowa at Indiana

UCLA at ~18 Oregon

Iowa State at ~23 Oklahoma

Purdue at Northwestern

Ole Miss at Alabama

Pittsburgh at Central Florida

Tennessee Tech at Tennessee St.

~cers fall to JSU, drop to 1-5
Drew Helton
Staff writer
The Racers fell short Oct. 5
against Jacksonville State
University 49-i7 in Jacksonville, Ala.
The Gamecocks jumped
out early on the Racers, scoring three touchdowns in the
first 16 minutes, giving them a
21-0 lead.
Murray State allowed 261
yards on the ground and JSU
put together five scoring drives.
Offensively, the Racers
were led by freshman quarterback Zach Barnard, who
completed 24 of 46 passes for
252 yards and a touchdown.
"Zach Barnard is doing
some things right now as a
freshman that some threeyear starters don't do," Head
Coach Matt Griffin said.
"We're going to try to take
advantage of that the best we
can."
Both teams punted on their
first possessions before the
Gamecocks struck on a 30yard pass from quarterback
Matt Hardin to Tourean

Rhetta, giving the Gamecocks
a 7-0 lead.
JSU struck again after
recovering a fumble committed by Murray State freshman
running back Charlie fordan.
The Gamecocks began
their second scoring drive of
the day at the 27 yard-line and
were able to convert, giving
them a 14-0 lead.
After three consecutive
JSU touchdowns, Murray
State managed to get on the
board with a 76-yard drive
that ended with junior Gary
Crass kicking a 22-yard field
goal
Before halftime, the Gamecocks added two more touchdowns, while the Racers
added one, making the score
35-10 at the half.
Barnard was 13-of-24 in the
first half for 151 yards with
one touchdown and one
interception.
Because the game was
played Thursday, practice
time was limited for the Racers, bul Griffin said he tried
to make necessary alterations
during last week's practices.
"We put some stuff in the
short week," Griffin said.

Rifle takes 2nd at Miss., U of M

"Something I thought would
help us and it has. It works
right now to our strength,
which is getting our receivers
as many touches as we can."
The Gamecocks picked up
two more touchdowns in the
second half, including a
touchdown in their first pos·
session of the half.
Freshman running back
Josh Jones scored the last .
touchdown of the game when
he ran it in from four yards
for the Racers, making the
score 49-10.
With the absence of senior
running, back Chad Cook,
Jones and Jordan combined to
rush for 107 yards on 20 carries.
"I was pleased," Griffin
said. "They both ran the ball
hard. They were good in pass
protection, not great yet, but
good."
The loss puts Murray State
at 1-5 overall with a 0-3 record
in conference play.
The Racers will host OVC
rival, Samford tomorrow. The
Bulldogs are also winless in
the OVC.
Drew Helton can be reached at

andrew.helton@murraystate.edu.

Aaron W eare
Staff writer
The Racers shot their way to a pair of sec*
ond-place finishes in matches last weekend.
At Saturday's University of Memphis Tiger
Open, the Racers shot in two events, the small
bore rifle and the air rille.
The Racers shot a combined 4,628, out of a
possible 4,800.
To get the score for the match, each team
takes down their scores in both the air rifle and
the small bore to get the shooters' combined
score. To find the team scores, each team takes
its four best shooters' scores and adds them
together to get a score out of 4,800.
Sophomore Kevin Witbrodt led the Racer
shooters with a career-high shooting total of
588 in the air rifle competition and a 579 in the
small bore competition. Witbrodt's 579 small
bore score led all shooters. Witbrodt's overall
score of 1,167 led aU shooters in combined
scores.
"Kevin shot really well this weekend," Head
Coach Morgan Hicks said. "He was really the
shooter of the weekend for us. He stepped up
his performance, and impressed everyone on
the team."
In addition to Witbrodt, junior Cameron
Hicks took home the Racers' next best score.
Hicks shot a 577 in the air rifle and a 580 in the •
smallbore match, for a combined score of 1,157.
At Memphis, Jacksonville State took first
place, with a combined team score of 4,658.

Tennessee Tech placed third with a score of
4,559, and Ole Miss came in fourth with a score
of 4,522. The host, Memphis, came in flfth with
a score of 4,495.
At Sunday's Ole Miss Invitational, the story
was very much the same.
The Racers, led by Witbrodt and Hicks, took
home second place with a combined score of
4,604. Jacksonville State won Sunday's match
as weU, with a team score of 4,640.
The Racers are looking to mix things up to
improve their match results.
"We're working hard in practice," Witbrodt
said. "We're trying some different things.
We're going to be doing some simulated
matches in practice with the whole team there.
It's going to give us a different feel than normal
practice, because it'll give us more of a matchtype environment."
Still, the Racers know the season is young,
and there is time to improve.
"Although the matches this weekend were
very average for us, it's going to be fine," Hicks
said. "We don't want to hit our peak right now.
We want to peak in February, in our tournament time. That's when we want to shoot our
best."
The Racers will look to this weekend's
matches to improve. The Racers will travel to
Austin Peay for a match-up Saturday. Sunday
will bring the Racers' first home match, when
Jacksonville State and Tcnnesse~ Tech come
to Murray.

Aaron Weare can be
aaron. weare@murraystate.edu.
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1922 - Murray Normal
School established
by Rainey T. Wells.

the

1933 - Murray State's
only overall
undefeated
football season.

1942 - Sigma Sigma Sigma
becomes the first
Greek organization on
campus.

1961- Dennis Jackson
becomes the
University's first black
athlete.

1966 - First named Murray
Normal School and then
Murray College, the
institution becomes
Murray State University.

1973 - Constantine Curris
became president.
The Curris Center
was later
dedicated to him.

1982 - The University won
the Delta Sigma RhoTau Kappa Alpha
National Debate
Championship.

1996 - Residential
colleges formed.

2006 - A Kiplinger Personal
Finance Study ranks
Murray State as one of
the top 52 best value
colleges in America.
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Through decades, University
hasn't changed its priorities
pus with a faculty that care about you. And
thirdly. there's a good (chance} that after
you graduate, the faculty and staff will help
College Life Editor
you ... get you a good job."
From flappers to disco to MTV, the
Parker House, freshman from Plano,
world has changed dramatically since Mur- Texas, said came to Murray State because
he wanted a break from the big city and
ray State's establishment in 1922, but former students say the focus hasn't changed
because his father's stories about experi·
since their days in the quad.
ences on campus interested him.
City of Murray Mayor Tom Rushing
"My parents went here in the late '70s,"
graduated from Murray State in 1960. He
he said. "My dad's got a lot of funny stories. Since I've been growing up, that's all
said though tuition has increased considerably from the 1956 rate of $51 per semester,
he talked about ... college."
the small-town feel of the University has
After the first five weeks of his freshman
remained the same.
year, House said he began to identify with
"It was a small campus back 'then," he
his father's tales. His dad built strong ties
with fraternity brothers that lasted for
said. "lt's still cohesive today compared to
other colleges."
years, and the freshman said be has started
Rushing talked about campus change
to experience the same.
"Whenever he sees (his college buddies),
with regards to student hangouts, like The
Hut, that have come and gone. But Robert
his face lights up, and he's talking about his
good times at college," House said. "Right
McGaughey, professor of journalism and
mass communications, said one of the
now, we've only been in school a month, so
biggest differences between today's Murray you can't really make strong friendships in
State student body and that of generations • a month. But, you can make the foundapast lies in college preparation.
tions, and they'll probably grow with time."
McGaughey spent four year~ at Murray
So far, House said higher education hasn't rattled him. He only studies when he
State as a student in the early 1960s, and
has taught in the journalism department for starts to struggle in one of his classes.
37 years. He cited an article from the Oct.
Therefore, he remains outside The
7 edition of The Louisville Courier Journal
Courier Journal's statistics about the current generation's poorly prepared fresh·
that said 28.9 percent of freshmen enrolled
at Murray State in fall 2004 weren't premen.
"l went to a pretty good school," he said.
pared to handle the curriculum.
"I think today, there's more and more,
"I don't think (college) is too hard or anypercentage-wise, who are not ready for col- thing. Some people put too much on their
lege," McGaughey said. "And that's why
plate the first semester, and those are the
you have so many Ds andEs."
ones having the trouble."
Even though some students are Jacking
Robert McGaughey said the students
academically, he said the University still
who attend Murray State to study and learn
attracts a large amount of proficient scholconstitute one of the University's greatest
and most consistent aspects.
ars. The institution's main draws, he said,
haven't changed since the '60s.
"The good kids now are as good as they
"One, you've got a great education for a
were then," be said. "And there's a lot of
reasonable price even though we've gone
them."
up, obviously through inflation," McGaughCasey Northcutt can be reached at
ey said. "Second, you've got a friendly cam- casey.northcutt@murraystate.edu.

Casey Northcutt
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ROTC gives student
::::;:m···rr·"·boutmak•
c0llege opp Ortumty ~:~:r:.s~h~~~homore

•Friday
Bull Blowout

ing friends and worry about getting hornesick. When Megan Happle was a freshman,
her main concern was how she was going

7:30 p.m., Expo
center, adults $0,
students $7, children $4

•Saturday
Parade
9:30 a.m, Homecoming parade,
Briggs and Stratton
to Sparks Hall

Football
3 p.m., Homecoming, Murray State
vs. Samford, Roy
Stewart Stadium,
$4-7 admission,
free with Racercard

.!}ionday
Movie Night
7 p.m., MIFA student short films,
Curris Center Theater

•Tuesday
R.edtal
8 p.m., guest artist
Donald Zent, Performing Arts Hall,
free admission

•Thursday
Recital
8 p.m., faculty
recital by Jennifer
Mazzoni, flute, and
Matthew Mazzoni,
piano, Performing
Arts Hall, free
admission

Crazy In Love
10:30 a.m., hands-on
program about
domestic/dating
violence, Wrather
Museum Auditorium, free admission

Cas<'y Northcutt/The News

Mec)an Happle, sophomore from Collinsville, Ill., turned to ROTC to fund her education.
Editor's note:
Quad Squad
cartoonist
Robert Duckett
is on vacation
and will return
next week.

to
nursing major,
assumed in high school that she would
attend the community college near her
home in Collinsville, Ill., because her parents would pay. Yet, she chose to come to
Murray State University with her
boyfriend and therefore is paying her own
way through her education.
Happle is no stranger to managing her
own finances. During high school, she
worked 40 hours a week at McDonald's to
pay for gas, car insurance and cell phone
bills. She also worked at a store in the local
mall for extra cash.
Her mother is a stay-at-home mom, and
Happle said her father doesn't make
enough to support an out-of-state college
education.
When she knew she would have to pay
her school, Happle independently took out
loans - her parents wouldn't co-sign. She
feared the financial burden and dreaded
paying back the money.
It wasn't until she met Seth Dorris, a
sophomore from Russellville, Ky., who is in
the National Guard and involved with Murray State's ROTC, that she learned about
, the financial benefits of the military.
The ROTC (Reserve Officers' Training
Corps.) produces second lieutenants for
the U.S. Army, National Guard or reserves.
Happle, who never participated in sports
or had athletic training, was nervous about
the physical aspect of the military, and
apprehensive about broaching the topic
with her mom and dad.
Her parents feared she would be
deployed which, Happle said, is possible.
"Because I'm going to be a nurse, there's
a chance rd be deployed, but I wouldn't be
on the frontline," she said.
The idea of being deployed is exciting
for Happle and she feels it would be a
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rewarding experience.
After speaking with the ROTC office and
mentally going back and forth on the matter, Happle joined the Army National
Guard in July.
The U.S. government now pays her
tuition, and she receives a monthly stipend.
Happle said since joining, she has gained
respect for those in the armed forces and
the officers in charge of ROTC.
Captain Fred Bates, an enrollment officer
for ROTC at Murray State, is a conduit for
Happle. He joined ROTC in college,
although his motivation was not necessarily the financial benefit.
"For some students, (joining the military
or ROTC) is a good idea and for some students it's not," Bates said. "You have to
have the desire to want to be a leader or
want to serve."
He said it is most common for students
to contract during their sophomore year
after they have taken a few courses.
Bates said a sophomore who serves in
both the National Guard and ROTC could
receive about $1,100 each month, in addition to having educational costs covered. A
senior in the same situation could make
$1,600 each month.
Though the stipends arc a definite plus,
Bates said there are many other reasons to
get involved with ROTC.
"You learn leadership, team building,
and organization skills that you can use
anywhere," he said.
Happle, whose military money is her sole
source of income, agreed that being
involved has done more than alleviate her
fmancial burden.
"(By being involved with the military),
you gain respect for yourself and it gives
you respect for other people," she said.
When she graduates, Happle is required
to serve eight years.
She said though it's hard to give up a
weekend once a month for drill duties and
to wake up for her military physical training class at 6:30 a.m. three days a week, she
shuts off the alarm clock knowing she
made the right choice.
Becky Paskievich can be reached at
rebecca.paskievich@murraystate.edu.
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2006-2 007 Who's Who among
students in American Un ivers ities
and Colleges

EIigi bi Iity:
• 3 .0 GPA
• Graduating in D ecember 2006, M ay
o r August 2007
• D emonstrated campus and community
leadersh ip and involvement

Offi ce of Student Affa irs:

Call Dr. Roger Weis at 809-3808 or stop by room IOS of
Carr Health Building for an informal meeting. Or you may
email Dr. Roger Weis at roger. weis@murraystate.edu.

11 6 Ordway H all
809-683 1 or o n I i ne at

You 111ay Keg/Iter for Either or loth of the Following Clau
u for the Spring Ten~~:

Applicati o ns avai Iable in the

http://www.murraystate.edu/secsv/whoswho/whowho.pdf

Deadline:
October 20th, 2006
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The American Humanics Program (AH) at Murray State University offers an academic minor in Youth and Nonprofit
Leadership, specifically designed for students who want to
Make a Difference through programs of education, health a':ld
fitness, recreation, and character development.

YNL 290

Current Trends and Issues in 9:30- 10:45 a.m.
Sections 80 & 81
Youth and Human Services
(Community Se rvice Learning)

T&TH

YNL 351

Leadership and Support
Systems In Youth and Human
Service O rganizations

T& T H

II a.m.-1 2:15 p.m.
Sections 80 & 8 1

VNL 290 & VNL S51 can help you to qualify as a
Service Learning Scholar!
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Production, vocals, lyrics
cause Beck's latest to sing
Editor in Chief Elizabeth Cawein
writes the music reviews.
Beck Hansen comes in two varieties.
' You've got "Odelay" Beck, with
innovative electric and acoustic guitar work, well-imagined synth
accents and strong writing. Then.
there's Ziggy-Stardust-esque, "Sea
Changes" Beck, whose not-so-secret
weapon is Nigel Godrich behind the
boards.
Godrich, who has made so much
of a name for himself as to be recommended to Paul McCartney by
George Martin, has produced
dozens of albums- most notably for
R.adiohead.
He has a distinctive sound, and
after listening to Beck's latest, "The
Information," I wasn't surprised to

learn that Godrich's influence was
all over the record.
That's not to say the album is
Godrich's - "The Information" is
unmistakably and inarguably Beck's. It is driven, as most of his other
recordings have been, by his
smooth spoken-word vocal style.
Some of the tra,cks even hearken
comparisons to "Odelay" numbers
like "New Pollutio n" and "Where
It's At."
"The Information" has struck a
stunning balance between the two
seemingly contrasting styles. Needless to say, if the last time you lis·
tened to Beck was in 1997, you're in
for a surprise - but I think it's a
good one. Here's why:
No. 1 - it's simply good music.
The production is flawless, and the
imagination that went into creating
the melodies on each track must
have been monumental.
No. 2 - it's Beck. There exists a
strong argumen~ for the idea that

Beck's greatest weapon is the afore·
mentioned spoken-word singing
style. People just like to listen to it.
Can you blame them? I don't really
care whether he's slamming poetry
over acoustic guitars or talking
about walking his dog on top of
house techno. Just let the man
speak.
Stand-outs on the album? "Cellphone's Dead" - fantastic placement
of a simple line spoken by a female
vocalist. Listen to find out. Also the
record's fi rst single. "Strange
Apparition" - addictive chorus.
"Nausea"- outstanding texture and
great layering. Kudos to producer
Godrlch on this one.
While you listen, you can play
with the make-your-own CD cover
kit included in the case. There is a
large sheet of stickers, some more
interesting than the rest (animated
horses consummating their relationship and cartoon molars holding
a tooth brush, among others). The

•

courtesy of lnterscope Records

CD jacket resembles standard graph
paper.
Even if you're not into do-it-yourself album art, don't miss "The
Information."
' If you like the Gorillaz. particularly their self-titled debut, you'll definitely like this.
And if you've ever heard a Beck
track and enjoyed it, chances are
"The Information" belongs in your
collection. I smell Grammy.

No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen, but don't
bother paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record, try
before you buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

'Hook-up' replaces conventional dating on campuses
Brandon ·Boyd
Contributing writer
"Hooking up" - so hard to
define, it's almost intangible.
The qualifications of a "hookup" could blur from one Murray State student to the next,
but the term and its implica' tions for the modern 20·
: something dating scene are
crystal clear.
"Hooking Up, Hanging Out
and Hoping for Mr. Right:
College Women on Mating
and Dating Today," a study
issued by the Institute for
American Values and funded
by the Independent Women's
Forum. explores how women
in college pursue courtship in
..Lf
-"'
modern society.
The report is based on

and it just evolved from
there."
In the lAV study, SO per·
cent of female college se.n iors
reported having been asked
on six or more dates since
coming to college. One-third
said they had been a.c;ked on
two dates or fewer.
The study seems to suggest
"hooking up" is the new style
of dating - but dating is now
found somewhere amid
dozens of relationship terms,
like "talking" and "hanging
out."
Compton said the idea of
dating can be ambiguous in a
town like Murray.
"After chasing me around
campus for two weeks, (my
fiance) asked me to the fraternity formal and we started
dating right after that,'' .

research conducted by lAV's
courtship research team.
Elizabeth Marquardt, an affiliate scholar at lAV, is the co·
author of the study.
"The social scene on col·
lege campuses docs not support the aspirations for longterm relationships and marriage that these women say
they have," Marqaurdt said.
"Women s ay they wish there
was something in the middle.
... They wish they could really
get to know a guy without
necessarily having a sexual
relationship."
Susan Compton, junior
from Midland, Texas, has a
similar view. She describes
her experience as pure luck.
"My fiance was just one of
those gre at guys," Compton
said. ''We met at a Pike party

Compton said. "But we really
only went out on one date in
Murray. After you go out to
eat and to a movie that's pretty much it. The extent of dat·
ing in Murray is usually hanging out in other people's
apartments."
The lAV study, which combined on-<:ampus interviews
with a national telephone survey, said relationships on
campus usually end in
extremes - too little or too
much commitment.
Students eithe r hook up
with few expectations or they
are joined at the hip.
Some students surveyed
said the changing attitudes on
dating can be linked to the
divorce rate, lack of time to
date or a sense of freedom
gained by remaining single.

As women's ideas on dating
evolve, men must adjust
accordingly.
However only 40 percent
of women interviewed in
IAV's study admitted to
"hooking up." The term itself,
according to 75 percent of
women surveyed, includes
making out to casual sex.
Cliff Darnell, junior from
Murray, said traditional dating might be a thing of the
past.
"It's all about the initial
vibe you get from someone,"
Darnell said. "You have to put
yourself in the right situation
where asking someone out is
appropriate."
With huge course loads.
part-time jobs. club afftliations and other .extracurricular activities, students are

realizing they have little time
o r energy for seeking or keeping long-term relationships.
Instead, Generation Y
r elics on new technologies
like text-messaging, Facebook, and Myspace to com·
municate and network.
With a shift in the attitudinal tides among current college women and the "hook
up" era in our midst, the
authors of the lAV study concludes that adults' awareness
of and participation in the
social lives of young people
has vanished.
This, they suggest, leaves
college students to their own
devices, to hang out, hook up
o r join at the hip.
Brandon Boyd can be
reached at brandon.boyd@
murraystate.edu.

This Week in Entertainment
. • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

1. Release Therapy
Ludacris
2.20Y.O.
• Janet Jackson
3. Duets: An American
• Classic
Tony Bennett
4. Ll.k.e Red on a Rose
Alan Jackson
s. FutureSex/LoveSounds
: Justin Timberlake

1. Texas Cbalnsaw Mas-

LSexyBack
Justin Timberlake
2. Money Maker
Ludacris featuring Pharrell
3. Ups of an Ange l
Hinder
4. How to Save a Life
The Fray
S. Chasing Can
Snow Patrol

L The Uttle Mermaid - Spe- L For One More Day
dalEdldon
Mitch Alborn
2. The Tblrteeatb Tale
2. X-Men: The Last Stand
Diane Setterfield
3. UDder Orden
3. The Fast and the Furious: Dick Fr ancis
Tokyo Drift
4. The Road
Cormac McCarth y
4. Thank You for Smokhlg
S. The Book of Fate
Brad Meltzer
5. Scarfac:e

sacre: The BeginnlDg

2. The Departed
3. Open Season
4. The Guardian
S. Jackass No. 2

.

Source: Billboard.com

Source: Cheri Theatres

Source: Billboard.com
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This site p rovides beer lovers a w ealth of information a bo ut the ir favo rite
beverage. It include s artides o n building keger a tors,
c o o ki ng w ith be e r and
keeping u p-to -date with
alcoho l nutrition facts. The
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tasting notes and po lls so
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Source: nytimes.com which brands are better.
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is 4 p.m.
Wednesday.
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State News, 2609 University
Station, Murray, KY 42071
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before they run.
For more information
call 809-4478.
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At VItello's. on 15th and Olive streets. customers enjoy a beer selection that runs from light to dark.

Students can quench thirst
with Murray brew selection
Jim Burch
Staff writer

Jeff Slinker/The News

Wall dispensers like this one provide a wide selection of draught beer in many Murray restaurants.

The fresh aroma, crisp taste and frothy
texture are unmistakable - they pour from
a tall, cool glass of brew.
Beyond the traditional domestic choices
like Budweiser and Miller Light, imported
beer hides on menus around Murray. Some
students would like to see the foreign flavors more often.
Wide varieties of imported draft beer
don't sell as weU as domestics at restaurants like Nick's Family Sports Pub. Amanda Knott, manager at Nick's, said college
students prefer the cheaper prices of
domestic beer.
"The only time we sell a lot of imports is
·during happy hour," Knott said. "After
that, most of the sales go back to cheaper
beer."
Nick's offers imported beer like Newcastle, Dos Eqis, Guinness and others.
While most students would skip over
these selections in favor of a cheaper and
less tasty choice, some prefer quality over
quantity.
Brian Robertson, junior from Murray,
said he would like to see a better selection
of beer in Murray, such as the menus nor·
mally seen in larger cities.
"I really drink more for enjoyment, not
to get drunk." Robertson said. "In northern
states you can get everything, but in Ken-
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tucky there's not that much (selection )."
Robertson said his favorite beers include
the Samu el Adams seasonals and Brewmaster's collections, which aren't readUy
available in Murray.
Other restaurant bars, like Vitello's, are
popular locations for students to find a
broader selection of drinks.
Emily Westart, senior from Wyoming,
Ill., said she goes to Vitello's to split a
p itcher of Blue Moon with friends.
"(Blue Moon) has a different taste than
plain beers like Bud Light," W estart said.
"The quality is worth the price. I don't
mind paying a little extra because you
can't get it very often."
Chris Bruce, junior from Madisonville,
Ky., recently celebrated his 21st at Nick's.
Bruce said most students would want to
celebrate in a big city if they had the
chance, but the selection of beer at restaurants like Nick's is as close as it gets in
Murray.
"I wanted to try all sorts of different
kinds of beer." Bruce said. "There's not a
whole lot of places in Murray where you
can do that."
Nick's management said they aren't
planning on lowering the prices of imported beer anytime soon and that happy hour,
which offers half-priced beer from 2-6
pm., would be the only time beer is cheaper.

Jim Burch can be reached at james.burch
@murraystate.edu.
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from the editor
It happens every year.
As October arrives on our desk calendars, the
staff members of The Murray State News face a
challenge - what stories will we tell in our annual
Homecoming special section?
As the maestros behind the Homecoming festivities must know, keeping something fresh, current
and exciting is a difficult prospect when the event
- or, in our case, publication - is a yearly tradition.
When deciding what focus to take with this section, we typically look to the chosen theme for the
celebration. This year, the theme is "New faces,
same Racer spirit."
We knew immediately that we wanted to examine
the strong family tradition of the University, talking
with students and parents who share an alma
mater, as well as siblings with 'the same claim to

fame and the same Racer pride.
But then, the stories that needed
to be told popped up in other manifestations of the "new faces" idea.
On Page 16, read about the freshmen of the women's cross country
team. Learn how the Student
Government Association maintains respect for tradition with
constantly changing faces on Page
5.
Meet University President-elect
Randy Dunn and get his take on
the· Racer spirit on Page 5.
Elizabeth
Already, this. n_ew Racer has disCaw ein
covered the spmt that the campus Editor in chief
community knows so well.

on the cover
Pages from the 1975 and 2005
editions of Murray State's yearbook,
The Shield were combined to create
this composite image.
Thanks to The Shield for the use of
these images.
Jonathan Burris and Jeff Slinker/The News
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President quick to catch Racer spirit
Dunn believes Murray State pride alive and well
Emlly Wuchner
News Editor
If you're making college football
predictions against Randy Dunn,
you'd better know your teams.
Chances are. he does.
University President-elect Dunn,
an avid college football fan, said .he
follows Big Ten teams as well as his
alma mater, illinois State.
"I absolutely love this time of year
when I can watch all of the college
football games," Dunn said.
And he didn't think twice about
adding Murray State to his roster of
favorite teams - needless to say, the
Racers are near the top.
Dunn, who begins full-time at the
University Dec. 1, attended his flrst
Racer home game against Tennessee
Tech Sept. 30.
Though the game is one in only a

handful of campus and athletic
events he's attended, Dunn said
school spirit isn't lagging.
"Everything I've
seen from the students when I've
been on campus
suggests
that
(school spirit is)
strong," he said.
Still, offlcials are
trying to flnd ways
to bolster the Racer
spirit, like more
pre-game activities
l
for students.
dy
Dunn said school
~unn
spirit
activities President-eJect
should reflect what
students want.
·~ything that we can put together
to give reasons to students to want to
come and gather around the different

~~
~'J
~

''

campus events we have going on, we
should look at," Dunn said.
The link between alumni and the
University is another tie Dunn plans
to strengthen as president.
"Part of it is that it is part of the
whole climate of the University,"
Dunn said. "In so many ways, this is
how people portray their feelings
about the University, the affection
and attachment they have for it and
we want them to be able to show
that."
Shortly after beginning his new
position, Dunn plans to start a blog
that would allow students to post
ideas and list things they're looking
for in regard to campus improvements. Already, Dunn has a variety of
tasks waiting on his to-do list when
he settles into his Wells Hall office.
In addition to a few large-scale projects, including discussing plans for a

(7:1:1) 64Z-7788

new library, Dunn is considering
ways to strengthen enrollment
through recruitment and retention.
Until then, he will concentrate on
this weekend, which be will spend
meeting students and community
members at various campus events.
"Everyone's been very welcoming,
and I think there's a lot of that notion
about being part of the Murray State
community where people are welcoming and open," Dunn said. "I've
experienced that in tremendous
amounts since I've been named and
as I've continued to make more and
more trips to campus as we approach
Dec. I."
It's possible the voice of the Racers,
Paul Radke, could be muffled by a
new Racer voice - President-elect
Randy Dunn.
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily.wuchner@murraystate.edu.
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Members change, goals remain constant
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
The
face
of the Student
Government Association changes
with each new year, but every fresh
group of senators must take on the
same task - uniting the student body
and keeping the Racer spirit alive.
Jeanie Morgan, SGA coordinator,
has advised SGA since 1984.
Morgan said SGA continues to
reach its goals because, however different they may be, each senator has
something in common.
"They're normally involved in high
school and want to continue that
involvement in college," Morgan said.
"Even those students who weren't
involved that much in high school,
when they see all the programs SGA,

(the Campus Activities Board) and
the Judicial Board put on, they want
to get involved, find what they're best
at and develop those skills needed
after graduation."
Scott Ellison, SGA president and
senior from St. Charles, Mo., Said
beyond some commonalities, the
.changing faces of SGA are held
together and the Racer spirit
strengthened by the organization's
one constant element - its adviser,
Morgan.
"When you have someone like
Jeanie, with all the enthusiasm she
has ... it's contagious," Ellison said.
"It develops your pride for the
school."
Marshall Welch, SGA Chili Cookoff coordinator and senior from
Murray, said although it's important

to attain some level of continuity in
SGA, it is vital to gain new members
with each election.
"I think anytime you have a change,
you're going to maintain a
certain level of ... youthful exuberance," Welch said. "There is an element of incorporating new traditions.
... That's one of the reasons we
change each year, to get those new
ideas."
Michael Watson, sophomore from
Jackson, Tenn., is a new face in SGA
this semester as a senator in the college of education.
Watson said senators and executive
board members have something else
in common - they share a love for
Murray State.
"Part of inducting people into SGA
is looking for people who exhibit a

certain enthusiasm for being a student at Murray State," Watson said.
"Since you bring that certain enthusiasm with you, you get a collection
of people who have that same Racer
spirit."
Jeanie Morgan said her experience
and excitement also help the constantly evolving body maintain the
same spirit and purpose, especially
during one of the organization's
largest undertakings - Homecoming.
"I love Homecoming," Morgan said.
"It's better than Christmas, and my
enthusiasm comes through to (SGA).
..When (the parade) goes down the
street, people are going to think it's
wonderful and it's just the way it
should be."
Amanda Crider can be reached at
amanda.crider@murraystate.edu.
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received his bachelor's
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brown eyes or his dark hair. Instead,

Grandson continues his grandfather's Racer legacy

sophomore Wes Cullen inherited
more than physical attributes -he got
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FAMILY
FromPage6
alumni roster, Lankin said he was glad Cullen
restored the family tradition by choosing to attend
Murray State.
"I was very pleased," Lankin said. "I could never
talk any of my kids into going."
With 46 years between the family's fJ.rst and second appearances at Murray State, Lankin said
change to his beloved alma mater was inevitable.
"The whole experience down there is considerably different from when I went there," Lankin said.
"The school's a lot bigger now, but it still has
maintained its small school, friendly atmosphere."
Among the campus changes, Lankin said the size
of the student body and the changes of venue,
including Roy Stewart Stadium, were some of the
most significant alterations.
Before Stewart Stadium was built in 1973,
Cutchin Field served as the Racers' home turf.
Lankin said the facility was perfect for the
University's small student body.
"The school spirit was excellent," Lankin said.
"It was really quite good. It was a very small
school at that time. I think we only had like 3,000
people, and it was a small stadium. There was a lot
of participation both from the community and the
student body."

Similar to today's traditions, Homecoming
weekend was one of the highlights of the fall
semester.
Although Lankin was not a
football player, he said he and his friend, Bob
Slayden, found an alternative way to entertain the
fans at the 1958 Homecoming game.
"I worked with a guy at a halftime show, it was
actually a fireworks show," Lankin said. "(Bob) did
a lot of work with the theater program. He did
lighting and all sorts of stuff, which I participated
in also.
"They used to have an annual show called
Campus Lights, which was a variety show. We participated in that, and I think they knew him from
that, so he got the invitation to participate in the
fireworks program."
Unlike his grandfather, orchestrating a halftime
event is not on Cullen's agenda for the 2006
Homecoming game. Though his plans aren't as
extravagant, he still intends to make the best of the
weekend.
"I'm going to wake up, get my Murray State spirit going, head over to Tent City, watch the game
and go party with the fraternity afterward," Cullen
said.
Cullen is a member of the Hart College Council,

the Residential College Association and Alpha
Sigma Phi Fraternity. He said his association with
the fraternity gives him a chance to meet a larger
group of Murray State alumni.
"I get to meet people from the fraternity that
kind of share my same ideals," Cullen said. "But
there's people that just come in from all over and
they all have one common pride, and that's Murray
State and what it's done for them."
In comparison to other weekends throughout
the semester, Cullen said Homecoming weekend
ranks at the top of his list.
"There's a lot more people, a lot more faces that
aren't usually around such as alumni," Cullen said.
"People just seem a little more excited about
Murray as a whole, as opposed to any other weekend."
Cullen said he hopes he can leave Murray State
sharing more than his grandfather's school pride.
"I've seen how successful he is," Cullen said. "He
was able to have a family, a career and everything.
It just kind of reminds me that he was once in the
same place I am, and for future reference. hopefully, I can come out the same way he did."
Autumn Boaz can be reached at autumn.boa.z@
murraystate.edu.
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124 N. 15th St.
759-3233
Mon.-Fri. 10:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Hot Drinks
French Press Coffee

Appetizers
Mediterranean Hummus
Spinach Dip Plate

Small Pot $2.25
Large Pot
5

$4.95

International Entrees
Gloria's Authentic Gyros
Original Lamb Gyro with Chips
Chicken Gyro with Chips
Falafal Gyro with Chips ·
Mediterranean Gyro Plate
Lamb or Chicken
Falafal
Vegetarian Dish
With Chicken Tenderloins
Chicken Salad Sandwich
with Chips
Multigrain Bread
Tropical Fruit Curry
Chicken Thai Tomka
Vegetarian Thai Tomka
Chicken Thai Green Curry
Vegetarian Thai Green Curry
Panang Beef Curry
Massaman Beef Curry
Chicken Teriyaki
Vegetarian Teriyaki
Chicken Donburi
Vegetarian Donburi

Teas
$5.49
$5.49
$5.99
$6.99
$7.49
$6.99
$8.99
$4.95
$5.49
$9.99
$7.99
$8.99
$7.99
$8.99
$8.99
$8.99
$9.99
$10.99
$9.99
$9.99

Soups & Salads
Gloria's Homemade
Chicken Soup
(Winter Only)
Small $4.95 Large $6.95
Garden Salad
$3.95
Gyro Salad
$6.95
Honey Mustard Chicken
$6.95
Garden Salad
Chicken Salad
$5.49
Garden Salad
•Hardy European Bread
served with any salad.$1.00

Small Pot rft"'\,,."',....".~
(for

$1.75
$2.50
$3.00
$0.75
$2.50
$4.00

Cold Drinks
International Fruit Tea
Thai Chat Tea
Soda
Sweet and
Unsweetened Tea
Milk

$1.75
$2.50
$1.25
$1.50
$1.50

We also have an assortment of
cold International drinks, such as
Guarana and Vimto sodas.

Desserts
Ask your server about the desserts
available.

Visit us over Homecoming Weekend
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Employees' children continue MSU legacy
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
Taking a mom or dad to school may
seem like a horrifying task for most
college students, but for Murray State
students with parents who double as
faculty members, having a parent on
campus can be a luxury.
S.G. Carthell, director of African
American student programs and ethnic services, is among several faculty
members with children who attend
Murray State. Carthell said his job
provides him with advantages that
surpass any he would have if he didn't
work at Murray State.
Helping his son, Jeremi Bumpus,
freshmen from Hamilton, Oh.. is an
easy task, Carthell says, because his
job provides him with all the tools he
needs to aid in his son's education.
"I have a good understanding of
how the University works so if (my

· son) has any problems I can help
because I know where the resources
are," Carthell said.
When Carthell and his son began
the college search, Carthell said he
stressed to Bumpus that Murray State
was the best option.
A University with Bumpus' intended business major and a good basketball program were priorities for
Carthell and his son when choosing ·a
which college best suited him.
'We began junior year looking at
schools - business schools and law
schools," Carthell said. "We wanted a
school that would provide a good
underlying education, and athletic
programs."
Coming to Murray State was a decision Carthell and his son believed the
best choice fmancially and academically.
"It was an easy sell," Carthell said.
"Murray State would be a good institution for him."

Carthell said his son's choice to be a
Racer could bolster the University's
local image.
"It helps strengthen our community
when others see that if (the university) is good enough for our children, it
must be good enough for them."
Bumpus shares his fa~er·s views
when it comes to the benefits of having his father on campus.
"If I have a problem I can go to him,"
Bumpus said. "Most people have to
call or drive to see their parents, but
all I have to do is walk into his office."
But at the same time, Bumpus says
that his father offers him no special
treatment
"He treats me like a student,"
Bumpus said. "He doesn't do anything
special for me. I really don't have any
perks."
But Brianna Fields, freshman from
Murray, whose mother is Annazette
McCane, director of equal opportunities, having a connection on campus

has been a big perk.
"When I introduce myself to my
professors, they say that they know
my mom - it breaks down barriers,"
Fields said. "It's a familiarization so
they're more prone to warm up to
me."
With faculty who already know her
as McCane's daughter, Fields said her
actions may be watched closely.
"Sometimes it's hard, because
everyone on campus knows me, so I
can't step out ofline," Fields said. "But
that means I have more support from
(my mom) and her co·workers."
Bemg recognized by peers and faculty members may be considered a
perk or a grievance, but Fields said
seeing her mother on campus is a ben·
efit
"Sometimes it's nice to see her
when it's not planned - it's a good surprise;" Fields said.
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robin.phelps@murraystate.edu.
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(Above) EiQht cheerleaders
rooted for the Racers In the
1960 HomecomlllQ Qame.
(left) Miss MSU Judy Russell
crowned Denise Butler HomecomlnQ queen duriOCJ the 1985
HomecomlnQ festivities.
(RIQht) The uniforms for the
1971 Racer Band looked a little
different than they do today•

..

fun Burch
Staff writer

Tony Cardon
Contributing writer
Each year, Murray State's Homecoming celebration
invites students and alumni to take a step back in time to
find the essence of school spirit.
Fall weather and college football combine in the most
celebrated of campus traditions. The charcoal fires up for
tailgating and alumni return to remember the good old
days of their college experiences.
This year's theme- "New faces. same Racer spirfi"reflects the constant nature of school spirit and support
amid a sea of changing students and faculty members.
Murray State College celebrated its 24th annual Homecoming five decades ago in 1956. Scotty Heathcott was
named Homecoming queen, selected by several members
of the football team, according to the Oct. 16, 1956 edition
of Murray State's newspaper, The College News.
Before the construction of Roy Stewart Stadium, the
football team faced off against Tennessee Tech at
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the face of homecoming evolves
alongsid~ student body
~ld

its largest Homecoming crowd in school history, according to the 1996 edition of The Shield.
Once again, alumni and friends gathered at Stewart Stadium to celebrate Homecoming and reflect on their own
college experiences.
Though some older members of the community might
rard 20 years.
feel Racer spirit has declined in recent decades, some
lcGaughey, professor of journalism and mass
students remain optimistic about the festivities.
~tions, said more effort and attention was put
~oming during the 1960s and 1970s as comJason Hinson, senior from Erin, Tenn., said Racer pride
hasn't dropped, but that students celebrate in a more
day.
md other organizations spent lots of money
sophisticated and humble manner.
"Here at Murray, pride is an unseen characteristic of its
> put in the parade," McGaughey said. "In the
students," Hinson said. 1'At other institutions, students
tudcnt Government Association) brought
run around screaming and waving towels in the air. Here
>ple down for concerts."
at Murray, support of the athletes is more inherent."
1ey said attendance for Homecoming football
.. . ,. However Racer pride changes the University and its
also much higher.
Homecoming celebrations from one year to the next, this
orward 10 years to 1986, Murray State's
much is certain - each new face will continue to change
school spirit and sportsmanship celebrated his
the landscape of the Racer family.
ay. Dunker celebrated one decade of Racer
Jim
Burch
can
be
reached
at
J6, according to the Oct. 3, 1986 edition of The
james.burch@murraystate.edu. Tony Cardon can be
te News.
reached at antonio.cardon@murraystate.edu.
ahead again to 1996, Murray State celebrated
on Oct. 20, 1956.
edition of Murray State's yearbook shows the
·flowing with spectators at the football game
tte floats sponsored by businesses within the

(Top) Members of the Homecomino crowd sino along to "Battle Hymn of
the Republic· during the opening of the 1996 Homecoming oame.

(Bottom) Mona Warren, then-senior from sebree, Ky.. pins a Homecoming
corsage on Provost Jim Booth during the 1996 festivities.
all photos courtesy of The Murray State Shield yearbook,
editions from 1960, 1971, 1985 and 1996
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Residential college provides modern space
Redesigned Clark Hall .
offers students comfort
Ro bin Phelps
Staff writer
The fall 2007 move-in day for
Murray State upperclassmen will be
like any other move-in for most. But
for Clark College residents, the day
will be a little more special.
Equipped with new furniture and
technology, the new Clark College's
modernized interior may offer its
residents a home to be envied.
David Wilson, interim director of
Housing, said the new Clark College
will offer students more conveniences in technology and living
space.
Therefore, students will have a

better chance of living comfortably.
Treone Lewis, Clark College resident and junior from Jackson, Tenn.,
said he looks forward to moving into
the new facility next fall.
"I'm looking forward to everything
being new, from the walls to the toilets to the showers," Lewis said.
"Clark is establishing a new era."
The changes in structure and location may be significant, but Lewis
and other students say the college's
spirit will remain the same.
Jon Baldridge, junior from St.
Louis, Mo., agrees that the spirit of
Clark residents in the new building
will continue with the same liveliness.
"I think it's not the dorm, but the

people," Baldridge said. "I think the
(spirit) will be about the same."
Whether it's the spirit or the facility, other students are quick to call
dibs on the University's newest facility.
Steve Horwood, Clark College
head and associate professor of
industrial and engineering technology, has heard a number of students
say they want to live in the building
next fall.
"People are trying to get into this
hall this semester so that they may
be grandfathered in next semester,''
Horwood said.
The desire to live in Clark College
may be fueled by the new facility, but
students also might wish they had
the camaraderie its residents enjoy.
"Clark has a great sense of community," Horwood said. "One o{ the
goals of the residential college is to
learn outside of the classroom and I
think that's what's going to happen."
Along with community, Horwood
said the new Clark will offer stu-

dents a better learning environment.
"(The new Clark) will allow us to
be able to meet with academic classes in there," Horwood said. " ... The
room arrangements will be more
conducive to learning."
Even after the move, Treone Lewis
said he will never forget his memories from the old Clark College.
"Freshman year, we played capture
the flag as a residential college
event," Lewis said. "It was the first
floor against the second floor and we
went around the whole campus playing. There was a lot of excitement
from the competition."
Hoping to make new memories in
the new Clark College, Lewis and
many other current Clark residents
look forward to the next school year.
"I'll be happy for the new residents," Lewis said. "I'm just excited
to be one of the first people to have
the opportunity to be one of the first
residents."
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.
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Greeks create Homecoming memorieS
Morgan Hardy
Contributing writer
Would it have just been another
football game? Maybe another
chance to slip home for the weekend?
First-year members and pledges to
Murray State's fraternities and sororities may never know, but several
new Greek members don't regret taking on the full pageantry of a Murray
State Homecoming in their flrst year
on campus.
Joseph Lamb, Alpha Sigma Phi
pledge and freshman from Top·eka,
Kan., said while he would've attended all the home football games even if
he hadn't pledged - he's a football
diehard - being part of a fraternity
will make the Homecoming experience even better.
"Looking from the outside in, it'd
be a different experience," Lamb said.
"I definitely wouldn't have gotten as
involved with the Homecoming
activities ... I would've just been a
spectator instead of being involved.

As itis, I'm going to be actually working on the floats, and otherwise I
might not have even gone and seen
any of them."
The time between initiation and
Homecoming for many fraternities
and sororities is barely more than a
month, but Mallory Dickerson, frrstyear member of Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority and freshman from
Madisonville, Ky., said there's been
plenty of time to get accustomed to
the importance of Homecoming for
Greek organizations.
"It is stressful, because we're also
about to be initiated," Dickerson said
"But the older girls make it worth it.
They talk it up to you, put it in your
heads that this is a big deal."
One of the biggest opportunities of
Homecoming to Dickerson is the
chance to meet her chapter's alumnae. She said Alpha Gam's reception
tonight and Tent City Saturday will
give her the chance to "actually sit
down and have time to talk to them."
There's also the excitement of
cheering on her sorority's nominee to

the Homecoming court.
"Everybody's really excited about
that," she said. "The older girls (have
stressed) that it's important to get
everybody involved so everyone sees
us as a strong organization behind
her."
Ultimately, for many, Homecoming
is about memories - seeing old
friends, swapping "war stories" and
breaking diets now that the college
metabolism is long gone.
Now on the verge of leaving
Murray State, Kelly Rottman, Alpha
Delta Pi sister and senior from
Marion, Ill., said the events have
taken on a whole new color, especially with her chapter's growth over the
past several years.
''Every year's different," she said.
"rve been able to see our chapter
grow, and every year when everyone
comes back, it's great to see them
react to our growth. Now, as a senior,
(these people are) not just alumnae,
it's people who were my best friends
a couple of years ago."
Though the faces have changed,

there are still a few strongholds of an
Alpha Delta Pi Homecoming - the
annual potluck, Tent City, the visits
to the sorority suite with the alumnae. As she's gotten older, however,
Tent City has become a greater part
of her Homecoming experience.
"It's most important to me because
it's the time that everyone gets
together and gets to relax," she said.
"When we're watching the game, it's
all intense, but at the tent it's very
relaxed, very private. We get to talk
and actually hear each other, and
look over all the old awards and pictures."
Different from her freshman experience? Defmitely, she said.
"My freshman year I didn't understand how important Homecoming
was,'' she said. "It was all about the
parade and the game. This year, it's
more emotional because it's my last
year. The memories are a lot more
important. But throughout it all, the
sisterhood has been the same."
Morgan Hardy can be reached at
morgan.hardy@murraystate.edu.
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Good Luck Racers
124 N. 15th St.
759-3233
Mon.-Fri. 10:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Hot Drinks
French Press Coffee

Appetizers
Mediterranean Hummus
Spinach Dip Plate

Small Pot $2.25
Large Pot

$4.95

International Entrees
Gloria's Authentic Gyros
Original Lamb Gyro with Chips
Chicken Gyro with Chips
Falafal Gyro with Chips
Mediterranean Gyro Plate
Lamb or Chicken
Falafal
Vegetarian Dish
With Chicken Tenderloins
Chicken Salad Sandwich
with Chips
Multigrain Bread
Tropical Fruit Curry
Chicken Thai Tomka
Vegetarian Thai Tomka
Chicken Thai Green Curry
Vegetarian Thai Green Curry
Panang Beef Curry
Massaman Beef Curry
· .-..
Chicken Teriyaki
Vegetarian Teriyaki
Chicken Donburi
Vegetarian Donburi

Teas
$5.49
$5.49
$5.99
$6.99
$7.49
$6.99
$8.99
$4.95
$5.49
$9.99
$7.99
$8.99
$7.99
$8.99
$8.99
$8.99
$9.99
$10.99
$9.99
$9.99

Soups & Salads
Gloria's Homemade
Chicken Soup
{Winter Only)
Small $4.95 Large $6.95
Garden Salad
$3.95
Gyro Salad
$6.95
Honey Mustard Chicken
Garden Salad
$6.95
Chicken Salad
$5.49
Garden Salad
•Hardy European Bread
served with any salad. $1.00

Small
(for

$1.75
$2.50
$3.00
$0.75
$2.50
$4.00

Cold Drinks
International Fruit Tea
Thai Chai Tea
Soda
Sweet and
Unsweetened Tea
Milk

$1.75
$2.50
$1.25
$1.50
$1.50

We also have an assortment of
cold International drinks, such as
Guarana and Vimto sodas.

Desserts
Ask your server about the desserts
available.

Visit us over Homecoming Weekend
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these shoes
weren'
made for walking
Drew Helton
Contributing writer
The women's cross country team has something going for it others might not
see as an advantage - youth.
Though the runners are led by senior Lindsey Neely and sophomores
Kristen Heckert and Alaina Zanin, the rest of the roster reads like a freshman
orientation roll sheet. Prior to arriving at Murray State, these six freshmen
hadn't competed in a collegiate race.
.
"We're all new, so we're adjusting together," freshman Taylor Crawford said.
"It does help that we can go through this together, because this is very differ-

see ClOSS COUIITIY, 17
photo illustration by Jonathan Burris/The News
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CROSS COUNTRY
FromPagel6
ent from high school."
Crawford has already proved she is ready for the jump,
placing ninth out of 234 runners last weekend at the
Greater Louisville Classic in Louisville, Ky.
"It's much more intense than in high school," she said.
"In high school, there would be between 50 and 70 runners, whereas now there could be 200 or 300 runners."
Some members of the squad say their fellow freshmen
help them push forward, and the healthy competition
among the younger runners motivates each to be the
best.
"I was the best in high school which can make it tough
at times," said freshman Kristin Miller. "I knew it would
be competitive, but I didn't realize every meet would feel
like my high school championship."
That constant adrenaline rush is only one of the
changes to which the young runners must adjust.
"It is very hard to balance between homework and
class," Miller said. "We practice seven days a week and
this has become my life, and I guess I could consider it
my job right now. In high school, we would get days off
during the week and this has been a big step up from
that."
Some runners say the reason everything clicks so well
is because of the leadership of the older runners.

''We practiced seven days a week and this has
become my life, and I guess I could consider it my job
right now. "
-Kristin Miller
Freshman runner
"The upperclassmen are big on the team concept,"
Miller said. "They help us out and make us feel like we
can count on them if we need help with anything."
Miller also attributed the team's successes to the symbiosis of the new runners with one another.
"All of the freshmen are getting along really w~ll."
Miller said. "I have other friends here but since we practice everyday these are normally the only people I see
and it has helped us to bond better."
The freshmen have won two out of three events this
season.
"I have really enjoyed every moment so far," Taylor
Crawford said. "The competition has been a big step up
from high school, but I think it is making us push ourselves each time we race. We are going to keep trying to
improve each time we are out there."
Drew Helton can be reached at andrew.helton@
murraystate.edu.

Alanla Zanin.
sophomore
fromKenosha, WI.,
Is one of four
retumlno players
on the Murray State
cross counby team.
file photo
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Siblings share alma mater
Tony Cardon
Contributing writer
For many siblings, sharing
a mom and dad - and maybe
some facial features - is
about as far as the similarities go. But brother and sister
duos with the Murray State
connection don't seem to differ in one other category:
Racer pride.
Bobby Jones, alumnus
from Princeton, Ky., graduated in 2004. But in some ways,
his fmger is still on the pulse
of the University as his sister
Shelly began her first year
this fall.
Bobby said Homecoming
was always one of his
favorite traditions.
"There are little things all
over campus like the Shoe
Tree that show the unique-

ness of Murray State, and
floor activities in the different residential colleges, but
school spirit really comes
out at Homecoming," Bobby
said. "Greeks have barbeques and everyone comes
out for Tent City. The entire
school comes together to
support the Racers."
Like wine, Bobby says
Racer spirit has gotten better
with age. Each Homecoming,
more alumni return to the
University and family members come to support the students. The students, themselves, also have become
more involved, he said.
"'t seems like people get
more excited about games
and stuff thaD when I was at
Murray State," he said.
"Before, sometimes people
would get excited about
events before they happened

but would end up not attending. Now it seems like student support has gotten better and more people actually
go to the events."
Though brothers and sisters might share an alma
mater, their places in the
community are completely
different.
Younger siblings have an
advantage - the older siblings' knowledge and experiences, Shelly said.
"My brother didn't go to a
lot of the events, but he was
supportive of the school,"
she said. "He taught me a lot
about Murray State."
With new campus organizations forming each year, it
seems the University has
endless opportunities for
students to become involved.
"I want to be involved in as
many activities as possible,"
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Bobby Jones. alumnus. and Shelly Jones. frestvnan, both from Princeton, Ky.,
have a common link In Murray State.
nearly two years his graduaShelly said. "I want to find
tion, this still rings true for
my place on campus and my
place to support the Racers. I
Bobby Jones.
feel like my experiences with
"I wasn't involved in that
much on campus, but I regret
my peers at Murray State
will help me find my place in
that," Bobby said. "I hope she
takes something positive
the world."
from her experiences."
But for many, Murray State
pride extends far beyond
Tony Cardon can be reached at
Homecoming, and beyond
antonio.cardon@murraystate.
the University. Even after
edu.
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Rueter returns to alma mater as parade marshal
Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
Somewhere among the
throngs of alumni that will
return to Murray State this
weekend is one of the
University's favorite sons
and the most accomplished
Thoroughbred of all time.
Kirk
Rueter,
former
Murray State and San
Francisco Giants pitcher,
comes home to his alma
mater Saturday to grand
marshal the Homecoming
parade.
Rueter, who earned the
nickname "Woody" because
of his resemblance to the
"Toy
Story"
character,
pitched for the 'Breds from
1989 to 1991, under former
head coach Johnny Reagan,
before graduating from
Murray State as a member of
the class of 1992.
Reagan
recognized

Rueter's potential early, and
said he was not surprised
when the Centralia, Ill.,
native
began his
ascent
to
the
big
leagues.
"He was
one of those
that
you
never knew
how far he
could go,"
Reagan
said. "Eve.n
in college,
Kirk
he
had
Rueter
c om man d Former 'Breds
pitcher
ofbis p1'tches, and that's the reason he
played 13 years in the major
leagues. He could pitch on
the black. even his curveball.
When a pitcher has that, you
just don't know how far he
can go."
Rueter was dominant his

junior year, his final as a
.Thoroughbred, going 11-2
and securing the Ohio Valley
Conference Player of the
Year award while leading
Murray State to an OVC regular season championship.
His optimistic outlook and
unassuming nature drew
people to him and enabled
him to be an unlikely leader
in tht.! clubhouse, Reagan
said.
"He's really a very shy person," Reagan said. "He was a
serious student and a serious
baseball player. He was sort
of one of those very unpretentious persons. He's one of
those persons that's sort of
magnetic. His teammates
liked to go to his room and
he was always jovial, always
upbeat.
"No negative statements
came out of his mouth. I
mean, he wouldn't say anything about anybody. An

opponent, he wouldn't say
anything against. He doesn't
have negative thoughts. His
cup is half-full, always halffull."
After leaving Murray State,
Rueter was drafted by
Montreal and made his
major league debut with the
Expos in 1993.
He was traded to San
Francisco in 1996, where he
spent 10 seasons and won lOS
games.
The
Giants
honored
Rueter with "Kirk Rueter
Day" at AT&T Park in
August.
T he day consisted of an
on-the-field ceremony and a
luncheon.
"When the Giants gave him
a day in August, it was amazing to me how they spoke of
his clubhouse leadership,"
said Reagan, who traveled to
San Francisco for the ceremonies. "That's what he had

with us, and that's unusual
because he's a quiet person.
A very quiet, unassuming
person who just had some
qualities about him."
Rueter retired before the
start of the 2006 season,
leaving San Francisco as one
of the top left banders ever to
wear a Giants uniform.
Now that his baseball
career is over, Rueter's world
consists of his wife and two
daughters, with whom he
resides in Nashville, Ill.
Reagan has kept up with
Rueter over his professional
career and says the southpaw
has maintained his unpretentious attitude and good
nature.
"He was just a good person;" Reagan said. "He's still
just a good person. He hasn't
changed a bit."
Tommy Dillard can be
reached at thomas.dillard@
murraystate.edu.
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HOMECOMING 2006

•

·ROTC alumni open house, 4 p.m., ROTC building
·25th annual Homecoming 5K run, registration begins at 4 p.m., race begins at 5 p.m.,
Susan E. Bauernfeind Student Recreation & Wellness Center. $15 advance entry fee,
$20 day of the race
·Hester College alumni reception and athletes' hall of fame induction, 5 p.m., Hester College
lobby
·Volleyball, Murray State vs. Southeast Missouri State, 7 p.m., Racer Arena
·Miss Black and Gold Pageant. 7:30p.m., Lovett Auditorium, sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha, $5 for students, $7 for nonstudents

SATURDAY

-

·Homecoming Parade,
9:30 a.m., begins
downtown and ends on
15th and Main streets, features retired San Francisco
Giants pitcher Kirk Rueter
·Alumni baseball game, 10:30 a.m.,
Reagan Field
·Volleyball, Murray Sta~e vs. Eastern Illinois, 2
p.m., Racer Arena
·Alumni Rowing Regatta, alumni vs. varsity, 2
p.m., Kenlake State Park boathouse
·Tent City, 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., inside Roy
Stewart Stadium, free admission, entrances at
north and south end zone gates
·Homecoming pre-game activities, 2:30 p.m.,
Roy Stewart Stadium, includes crowning of
~=----~~==~~!!J
Homecoming king and queen
file photos
·Football, Murray State vs.. Samford, 3 p.m., Roy Stewart Stadium, tickets: $12 for reserved chair seats. $10 for adult reserved
bleacher seats ($6 for children). $7 for adult general admission, $4 for children. Murray State students receive free admission with
Racer Card
·National Pan-Hellenic Council Step Show, 8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium, $10 admission

